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Orientation Task 1– Essential Skills Wall Chart

ESSENTIAL SKILLS WALL CHART
Document Use, Oral Communication
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Critical Thinking, Finding Information

You will find the Essential Skills Wall Chart on the wall in the group room/classroom.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 the Essential Skills Wall Chart
 a non-permanent marker

During the Orientation:
•

Work as a group

•

Scan the Wall Chart

•

Discuss the nine Essential Skills
o Information about Essential Skills can be found in your Student Notes
o Use the Table of Contents to help you find the Essential Skills section

•

Identify one Essential Skill you demonstrated
in the Orientation

•

Explain to the group why you selected this
skill

At the End of Each Class:
•

Work as a group

•

Scan the Wall Chart
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Essential Skills provide the
foundation that makes it
possible for people to learn
all other skills. These are
the skills that will help you
find and keep a job and
manage change at work.
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•

Identify the most important Essential Skill you demonstrated or developed in class
today

•

Explain to the group why you selected this skill
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TASK 2 - ESSENTIAL SKILLS CHECKLIST
Reading Text, Document Use, Writing
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Critical Thinking

As mentioned in your Student Notes, you will have time at the end of each class to identify the
Essential Skills you used during the class. You will be asked to work individually to complete
your own checklist.
We recommend keeping your checklist at the front or back of your Student Notes so that it will
be easy to find.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen/pencil
 your individual Essential Skills Checklist

•

Work independently

•

Review your own Essential Skills Checklist

•

Assess all of the Essential Skills you
demonstrated in class today

•

Complete the checklist
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Essential Skills provide the
foundation that makes it
possible for people to learn
all other skills. These are
the skills that will help you
find and keep a job and
manage change at work.

Orientation Task 2– Essential Skills Checklist

Reading Text – Read sentences or paragraphs. Scan for information, skim for overall meaning and read a full text to understand, learn,
critique or evaluate

Find information using the Table of Contents and/or scan your notes for

Read Student Notes

information and answers to questions

Read and follow the step-by-step instructions in a task

Read material from other books, manuals and websites - identify those

Task #: _____

Task #: _____

Task #: _____

Task #: _____

resources below.

Task #: _____

Task #: _____

Task #: _____

Task #: _____

Task #: _____

Task #: _____

Task #: _____

Task #: _____

Other, please list:
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Document Use – Read signs, labels or lists, interpret information on graphs or charts and enter information on forms
Complete an attendance/sign-in sheet

Read bulleted lists in your Student Notes and in the tasks

Read and understand a document

Read and understand labels on product containers
Product: _________________
Product: ___________________
Product: _________________
Product: ___________________

Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS):
_________________________

_________________________

Other Documents:
__________________

__________________
Complete a chart

Read and understand a chart
Avoiding Injuries Summary

Transfer Method Chart

Burn Summary

Safety Checklist

Imperial and Metric Reference Chart

Essential Skills Wall Chart

This Essential Skills Checklist:

Weld Direction Summary Chart
Bead and Penetration Summary Chart
Joint Summary Chart
Other________________
Other, please list:
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Other Charts:

____________________

____________________
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Writing – Write text and fill in forms.

Organize, record or document, inform or persuade and request information

Make notes in your Student Notes

Record notes to track your research

Record notes when you are completing a task

Record notes in a group discussion

Other, please list:

Numeracy – Use numbers and think in quantitative terms.

Numerical estimation and numerical calculations including money math, scheduling or
budgeting and accounting, measurement and calculation and data analysis.
Arrive on time and finish tasks on time

Move between SI (Metric) and Imperial measurements or Fahrenheit and
Celsius

Use a ruler or tape measure

Move between fractions and decimals

Measure electrodes and metal

Use a square
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Measure calculate angles

Use a calculator

Track time in minutes and/or hours

Read a weld diagram

Add two measurements e.g. 1 mm + 1 mm = 2 mm

Calculate area

Other, please list:

Oral Communication – Use speech to give and exchange thoughts and information. Greet people, reassure, or persuade, seek or obtain
information, resolve conflicts, facilitate or lead a group.
Talk with others as you worked

Present on behalf of your group

Ask questions of the instructor and/or discuss your progress

Talk with your work partner

Give or receive feedback (help, advice, ideas, opinions)

Participate in group brainstorming activities and/or discussions
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Report an accident, spill, injury or problem with equipment

Listen to and follow directions

Other, please list:

Thinking Skills – A process of evaluating ideas or information to reach a rational decision. Problem solving, decision making, critical thinking, job task
planning and organizing, significant use of memory, finding information (each Thinking Skill is outlined below)

Problem Solving (Thinking Skills) – A problem requires a solution
Spatter deposits

Incomplete fusion (the join between metals)

Overlap, undercuts, underfills, overfills or cracks

Rough, uneven beads, high, narrow beads or large, shallow craters

Poor penetration (depth of the weld)

Fix problems as you work

Troubleshoot equipment problems

Other, please list:
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Decision Making (Thinking Skills) – Make a choice among options
Select/ wear appropriate clothing for welding

Decide on steps for completing a task

Make a group decision

Decide which project to work on

Decide on the tools you will use

Decide on the techniques you will use for a project

Decide on the techniques you will use for a project

Deciding on a technique for protecting your finished piece

Decide who to work with on a project or task

Decide to pursue training in blacksmithing

Other, please list:
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Critical Thinking (Thinking Skills) – Evaluate ideas or information using a rational, logical, thought process and refer to objective criteria to reach a
rational judgment about value or to identify strength and weakness (judge, assess, evaluate, consider, review)

Assess your surroundings for safety and cleanliness before starting and
ending your work

Evaluate tools before using them

Assess equipment hook ups e.g. is your circuit grounded, are cylinders
hooked up safely

Assess the job and select the tools and materials

Assess your work and identify problems and strengths

Evaluate your weld and assess your progress and skill development

Assess the work of others

Assess your techniques and make necessary adjustments

Evaluate angles before welding

Evaluate metal for each project: is it a good choice; is it the right size,
and shape?

Other, please list:
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Job Task Planning and Organizing (Thinking Skills) - Plan and organize your own job tasks.
Organize activities in your day, within the structure of the course

Identify an overall plan for completing a project

Have all tools, equipment and materials ready before you start

Schedule your work so you finish the project on time

Identify your next steps, after this course has ended

Other, please list:

Significant Use of Memory (Thinking Skills) - Over and above things you need to remember on a day-to-day basis
Remember solutions to common welding problems

Remember the Essential Skills and Technical Skills you demonstrated in
class

Other, please list:

Finding Information (Thinking Skills) – Use a variety of sources for information
Find additional welding information and resources
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Search for information required to complete the tasks
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Find information to share with the others in the group

Other, please list:

Working with Others – Work independently, jointly with a partner, as a member of a team or as a supervisor or leader.
Work with others to solve problems

Work with others to generate a list through brainstorming

Work independently on your project

Work with one other person on a task or project

Work with others in small and large groups to complete tasks

Take a leadership role

Other, please list:

Continuous Learning – Ongoing process of gaining new skills and knowledge through others, on the job or through formal training
Research and/or sign up for another course or workshop
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Other, please list:
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Computer Use – Use the internet, word processing software, email or create spreadsheets
Open a web browser

Enter a URL into the address bar on your computer

Use a search engine to find welding information

Follow links to welding websites

Watch online videos about welding

Send an email to a friend, another student or the instructor about the class

Print information or a file

Other please list:
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ESSENTIAL SKILLS PROFILE REVIEW
Reading Text, Document Use, Oral Communication
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Critical Thinking

As mentioned in your Student Notes, there are nine Essential Skills needed for success in almost
every job.
Essential Skills Include:
•

Reading

•

Document Use

•

Numeracy

•

Writing

•

Oral Communication

•

Working with Others

•

Thinking Skills
o Problem Solving, Decision Making, Critical

Note: We are not
assuming that you will
want to be a Welder or
that this course will
prepare you to work as
one.

Thinking, Job Task Planning and Organizing,

Essential Skills Website:

Significant Use of Memory, Finding

http://srv108.services.gc.ca/e
nglish/general/home_e.shtml

Information
•

Continuous Learning

•

Computer Skills

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen/pencil or highlighter.

STEP ONE:
•

Work independently to scan the Welder Profile on the pages following this task

•

Decide which three of the nine Essential Skills you would consider to be the most
important for someone in this field
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•

Circle or highlight your three choices

STEP TWO:
•

Discuss the profile as a group
o How could reading Essential Skills profiles help you make a career decision
or help you with your job search?

•

Discuss your three Essential Skills choices
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The following information has been gathered from the Essential Skills Profile for Welders found at the Human
Resources and Skills Development Canada website: http://srv108.services.gc.ca/english/profiles/215.shtml. This
site has the full, detailed Welder profile as well as many other occupational profiles.

WELDERS - NOC 7265
INTRODUCTION
Welders operate welding equipment to weld ferrous and non-ferrous metals. This unit group also
includes machine operators who operate previously set up production welding, brazing and
soldering equipment. They are employed by companies that manufacture structural steel and
platework, boilers, heavy machinery, aircraft and ships and other metal products, and by welding
contractors and welding shops, or they may be self-employed.

READING TEXT
•

Read the relevant section of company policies to understand the procedure for requesting
time off.

•

Read WHMIS materials to find out how to handle hazardous materials such as gas.

•

Read equipment and safety manuals that describe safe operating procedures, e.g., how to
operate hand-held grinders.

•

Read posted memos about safety concerns in the workplace.

•

Read safe work permits to learn the safety guidelines and operational procedures for a
job. The permit also provides a general description of the job and specifies what must be
done before the worker can start welding in order to make the work site safe

•

Read codes and specifications, for example, Canadian Standards Association (CSA) W59
and, American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section IX, to prepare for
welding projects.

•

Read detailed welding procedures specifications developed by governing bodies, namely
the ASME, and the Canadian Welding Bureau (CWB). Welders must follow the
procedures exactly as specified, for instance, use the correct rod type, weld to the
specified thickness, use the recommended gas.
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DOCUMENT USE
•

Use checklists to learn and follow proper work procedures and safety guidelines, e.g.,
follow instructions about how to properly rig a load so that it is secure and will not fall
when in transport.

•

Observe signs in the workplace that communicate safety information such as signs
showing where there are high noise levels. This information serves as a reminder to
workers about the need for hearing protection.

•

Observe colours of pipes and lines in the workplace that indicate their contents, such as
type of gas.

•

Observe the tag on each work project to identify its status, for example, welding
complete, welding repair, and priority.

•

Track the progress of projects on route travellers or drawings by checking off listed tasks
as they are completed.

•

Identify the capacity of rigging by referring to the markings (e.g., stamp, metal plate, tag)
on the equipment.

•

Compare colour coding on metals to a colour code chart in order to identify its grade and
alloy.

•

Fill in invoice forms or reports for employers showing tasks completed, materials used,
the hours worked and how much to charge customers.

•

Read posted memos about safety concerns in the workplace.

•

Complete time sheets or a daily log, recording information such as the job number, the
blueprint number, the weld identification numbers from the blueprint, welding procedures
used and the time completed.

•

May read maps to locate a new work site. An oil company will often provide a map
showing company roads in remote locations.

•

May observe digital photos of other projects on a computer screen to review the layout
and welding procedure with the supervisor. They discuss with the supervisor how the
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layout and welding procedure of these projects could be altered to suit the needs of a
current project.
•

Review notes on blueprints and/or welding procedures specifications (WPS) to review
messages from the engineering department about materials and procedures.

•

Interpret and continually refer to diagrams and tables on blueprints, which may be up to 8
pages long, to determine material requirements and measurements; the type, size, location
and starting position of welds; the welding process (e.g., flux core); and other engineering
requirements. Much of this information is communicated via symbols and numbers

•

Complete forms by marking check boxes, recording numerical information or entering
words, phrases, sentences or text of a paragraph or more.

•

Read tables, schedules or other table-like text (e.g., read work shift schedules).

•

Enter information on tables, schedules or other table-like text.

•

Obtain specific information from graphs or charts.

•

Recognize common angles such as 15, 30, 45 and 90 degrees.

•

Draw, sketch or form common shapes such as circles, triangles, spheres, rectangles,
squares.

•

Interpret scale drawings (e.g. blueprints or maps).

•

Take measurements from scale drawings.

•

Draw to scale.

•

Read schematic drawings (e.g. electrical schematics).

•

Obtain information from sketches, pictures or icons (e.g., computer toolbars).

WRITING
•

Fill in invoice forms or reports for employers with tasks completed, materials used, the
hours worked and how much to charge customers.

•

Record any changes made to the specified parameters on the work sheet, e.g., different
wire speed.
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•

Complete time sheets or a daily log, noting information such as the job number, the
blueprint number, weld identification numbers from the blueprint, welding procedure and
time completed.

•

Complete accident and incident reports for the Workers’ Safety and Insurance Board
(WSIB).

•

May write safety guidelines for operating company equipment

ORAL COMMUNICATION
•

Give directions to truck drivers picking up and dropping off material.

•

Communicate with tool room staff to ask for tools, supplies and personal protective
equipment.

•

Ask co-workers, for example an apprentice, other journeyperson welder, a pipefitter, or a
millwright for assistance with a task such as lifting or to provide information.

•

Communicate with a partner about the size and fit of the pieces, and compare
measurements and calculations when building a structure.

•

Contribute ideas about tasks and safety issues at production meetings.

•

Discuss work assignments with the supervisor to understand expectations.

•

May give informal presentations to students or to customer groups, if requested by
management, to explain the set up of the operation and describe the projects taking place.

•

Coach apprentices by demonstrating and explaining the use of equipment such as drill
presses, brake boards, cranes, and drill punch machinery.

•

May explain welding designs to customers to help understand why structures were built
in a certain way and appreciate the quality of the work.

•

Give directions to truck drivers picking up and dropping off material.
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•

Communicate with tool room staff to ask for tools, supplies and personal protective
equipment.

•

Ask co-workers, for example an apprentice, other journeyperson welder, a pipefitter, or a
millwright for assistance with a task such as lifting or to provide information.

•

Communicate with a partner about the size and fit of the pieces, and compare
measurements and calculations when building a structure.

•

Contribute ideas about tasks and safety issues at production meetings.

•

Discuss work assignments with the supervisor to understand expectations.

•

May give informal presentations to students or to customer groups, if requested by
management, to explain the set up of the operation and describe the projects taking place.

•

Coach apprentices by demonstrating and explaining the use of equipment such as drill
presses, brake boards, cranes, and drill punch machinery.

•

May explain welding designs to customers to help understand why structures were built
in a certain way and appreciate the quality of the work

NUMERACY
•

May prepare invoices for clients noting the cost per unit (e.g., $50/hour) and then
multiplying the cost of each unit by the number of units provided to calculate the charge
for materials and labour. (Money Math)

•

Measure degrees of angles by using a level with a digital readout. (Measurement and
Calculation Math)

•

Add various combinations of a structure's pieces prior to ordering materials for a project
in order to avoid ordering excess amounts. For example, calculate how to get the
maximum number of pieces out of a 60' length of pipe. (Measurement and Calculation
Math)
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•

Measure pieces for structures using International System of Units (SI) to the Imperial
measurement system; and convert measurements from both systems. (Measurement and
Calculation Math)

•

Calculate the dimensions of structural members (e.g., pipe, steel) in cases where
allowance has to be made for fittings. The "take off" and "make up" dimensions have to
be added to and subtracted from the overall dimension to arrive at the length of structural
piece needed. (Measurement and Calculation Math)

•

Calculate the volume, diameter and circumference of tanks when fabricating pieces for
them. (Measurement and Calculation Math)

•

Take measurements of elevations using a builder's level and tape measure during
construction to ensure that components (e.g., piping) are level. (Measurement and
Calculation Math)

•

Calculate "offsets". They use trigonometric constants to determine the length of the
hypotenuse. For instance, to calculate the length of a pipe that goes on a 45 degree angle
for a horizontal distance of 2 feet, multiply 2 feet by the constant 1.414 to determine the
diagonal distance. (Measurement and Calculation Math)

•

Check bills or requisitions to ensure the amount of materials is accurate. (Data Analysis
Math)

•

Estimate the quantity of consumables, such as welding rods or wire, required to complete
a job based on the volume of welding to be done (Numerical Estimation)

•

Estimate the weight of a load for rigging by considering its size and density. (Numerical
Estimation)

•

May estimate the cost of work by considering the amount of materials and labour
required and their price per unit. The complexity of the estimation is influenced by
factors such as ease of access to the weld locations, the types of materials, and the
welding process used. (Numerical Estimation)

Number Concept Examples:
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•

Counting passes on cap welds to ensure the number of passes meets specifications,
reading the number of pieces of a specific dimension and grade on a blueprint, observing
readings on pressure and temperature gauges.

•

Reading distances on blueprints such as - 1 means to place the item one inch back from
the reference point.

•

Reading and working with Imperial measurements, e.g., welding rods are available in a
variety of sizes such as 3/32, 1/8, ¼; reading the spacing requirements between welds on
structures; determining the spacing between welds when fabricating a handrail.

•

Estimating the percentage of the job that has been completed

•

Using square roots when fabricating stairs to calculate the length of the hypotenuse, using
powers to express the volume of tanks.

•

Convert measurements taken in decimals (e.g., thousandths of an inch) to common
fractions in order to select the appropriate size of tool, e.g., shims, drill bits.

•

Using Pythagorean Theorem to determine the length of one side of a triangle, calculating
the correct angles for rigging loads.

•

Use a rate showing comparison between two quantities with different units.

•

Using a rate when adjusting the flow setting on a regulator to the appropriate litres per
minute, using a ratio when expressing the slope of a structure with rise to run.

•

Converting inches to millimetres or litres to gallons when fabricating a structure.

•

Calculating the volume, circumference and diameter when building tanks, calculating the
radius and circumference of pipes.

•

Calculating angles for slings when rigging, measuring the distance between opposite
corners on a square to ensure it is perfectly square, calculating the length of one side of a
triangle.

•

Recognizing common angles. Drawing, sketching and forming common forms and
figures.
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THINKING SKILLS:
Problem Solving
•

Receive blueprints with measurements that do not add up. Welders report the discrepancy
to the supervisor, draftsperson or engineer. This may result in the job being placed on
hold until the discrepancies have been studied and reconciled.

•

Have to take projects apart when an incorrectly sized piece (e.g., flange) has been
inserted. The piece may need to be cut out and sent back to the manufacturer for recutting.

•

Follow procedures that are inaccurate, resulting in a structure's pieces not fitting together
properly. If it is a minor problem, the welder works with the supervisor to decide on a
solution.

•

Have to work in difficult conditions such as bad weather or awkward locations, in
particular welding above the head and at the bottom or back of a structure. In order to
complete the work expected by the client or supervisor, welders need to generate unique
solutions depending on the situation and structure such as organizing suitable protection.

•

Solve problems with distortion caused by unequal expansion and contraction of materials
during the welding process. Welders must decide how to address the weld sequence to
minimize distortion by considering factors such as heat input, the configuration of the
structure, and the type of material being used.

Decision Making
•

Decide on the best location to place rigging equipment when preparing a load for
transportation.

•

Upon receiving a work assignment, decide whether they have enough information to start
the task immediately or whether they need to gather more information first.

•

Decide on the most efficient use of materials during construction to minimize waste.

•

May decide on the best way to approach a job in consultation with supervisor and any
work partners, such as the best way to construct a piping system at a gas plant.
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•

Decide when and how to control the temperature during the welding process to avoid
metallurgical problems, in particular cracking. The knowledge needed to make these
decisions is acquired through training and by observing and remembering the
performance of metals during previous welds.

Critical Thinking
•

Not available for this profile

Job Task Planning and Organizing
•

Generally, welders are assigned work by their supervisor who informs them of the
priority of tasks. There is frequent resetting of priorities by the supervisor. For example,
it is common for a welder to be called away from one project to work on another.

•

Welders are responsible for organizing their work and setting up the work area properly.
They must gather materials and equipment required for the procedure and set up the
equipment following established steps.

•

Although approximately 80% of welders' work is done independently, they need to
coordinate their work with others, including apprentice welders, fitters and other trades
people. In a plant or shop setting, welders must share equipment such as cranes, saws and
grinders with co-workers. If the equipment is not available when desired, the welder
needs to work on alternative tasks until the equipment is available.

Finding Information
•

Receive clarification about work assignments, such as procedures and material to be
used, by asking supervisors.

•

Identify the type of electrode by looking at the specifications printed on its side or
packaging.

•

Look up specifications for welding procedures on data sheets developed by the
engineering department. These specifications are based on code.
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•

Read company policy manuals to determine employee benefits and responsibilities.

•

Refer to safety manuals and Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System
(WHMIS) materials to learn about safe work procedures.

Significant Use of Memory
•

Memorize measurements for repeated welds as specified on the blueprint for the duration
of a project.

•

Remember the capability of various types of welding rods and the best technique to use
with each type.

•

Remember how materials perform and react under the application of heat. For example,
welders must remember how much to allow for weld metal contraction.

•

Remember the location of co-workers and hazards, such as mobile equipment and loads
being transported, for their own safety and the safety of their co-workers.

•

Memorize the sequence of steps for setting up welding equipment.

•

Recall welding procedures that are frequently used.

WORKING WITH OTHERS
•

The majority of welders' tasks are completed independently, but they must work with
other team members, including fitters, other welders, and supervisors, to plan work,
confirm measurements and calculations, assist co-workers with tasks, and to schedule the
sharing of equipment. A journeyperson may coach and receive assistance from
apprentices. They may also be partnered with someone from another trade, such as a
fitter, to co-ordinate their tasks on projects so that steps are completed in the right order.

COMPUTERS
•

Input data and operate plasma cutting machines, orbital welders and other computer
controlled equipment.
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CONTINUOUS LEARNING
Welders are required by various codes (e.g., CSA, ASME) to retake practical tests within
a specific period of time. Study and practice may be required in preparation for these tests
and employers typically allow time for this on the job. Various training programs, books
and manuals are available through technical institutes and authorities such as the
Canadian Welding Bureau.
Welders may also attend sessions hosted by suppliers about new products, such as
grinding wheels, welding rods, gases. Employers also provide training that is specific to
their company, the type of work and location. Examples of company-specific training
include company policies, confined space entry, helicopter safety, and H2S gas. As
innovations in consumables such as gases and rods, equipment, welding applications and
processes are frequently introduced, welders must upgrade their knowledge and skills on
an ongoing basis. Some welders pursue learning on their own time such as researching
technical information on the Internet.
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GIVING AND RECEIVING FEEDBACK
Document Use, Writing, Oral Communication

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 flipchart paper or a blank sheet of paper
 a marker

STEP ONE:
•

Work as a group

•

Discuss the difference between feedback and
criticism

STEP TWO:
•

Appoint a recorder for the group
o The recorder will:


divide a piece of paper in half



write “Giving” on one side and
“Receiving” on the other side


•

record the group discussions

Brainstorm the things that you think are

Brainstorming: a
technique where all ideas
are listed before you
move on to the critical
thinking and decision
making stages. Each
member of the group
shares their ideas. No
idea is discussed or
disregarded. It is usually
done in a group but can
be done independently.

important to remember when giving feedback
•

Brainstorm the things that you think are important to remember when receiving
feedback

•

Post the list you have created so you can use it throughout this course
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USING THE INTERNET
Reading Text, Document Use, Computer Use
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Finding Information

There may be times in this course when you want or need to use the internet to search for
information about welding. This task will introduce you to the basics of using a browser and a
search engine to find information. However, before you complete the task, take a few minutes to
read the following definitions.
Desktop: The screen you will see when you turn on your computer. You will see icons for the
software programs you have on your computer. Double clicking on the icons will open the
software program.
Desktop Icon: An image or graphic that provides a link to software, often called a Shortcut.
Web Browser: Software used to access information on the World Wide Web. Most people are
familiar with the browser called Windows Internet Explorer; however Mozilla Firefox, Apple
Safari, Google Chrome and Opera are examples of other web browsers you can use.
Log on: Connecting to the internet using a web browser.
URL: URL stands for Uniform Resource Locator. This is the address that tells your computer
where to find the file on the internet. It usually starts with http://www.
Address Bar: This is the area at the top of your screen where you enter a URL or website
address.
Web Search Engine: A tool designed to help you search for information on the World Wide
Web. When you enter the information you are searching for (e.g. a word, a term or a phrase) and
click search, a list of related websites will display on your screen. From there you can visit any
website that looks like it will provide you with the information you need.
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Bookmarks: When you are visiting a website that you want to return to at a later date you can
bookmark the site. This allows you to store the URL on your computer. When you open the
web browser in the future and click on “Bookmarks”, you will see all of your bookmarked sites.
If you click on the site name you will return to the website without having to complete another
search or remember the URL.
Note: If you look at the menu at the top of the Firefox web browser you will see the word
“Bookmarks” and in Internet Explorer you will see the word “Favorites”.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a computer with internet
 access to a web browser
 a search engine

STEP ONE:
•

Work independently to complete this task
o In the classroom or
o You may also want to work on this task at home

•

Log onto the internet using a web browser

•

Locate the Address Bar at the top of the page of your web browser

•

Enter the following URL into the Address Bar:
http://skills.edu.gov.on.ca/OSPWeb/jsp/en/login.jsp
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The following is an example of the Firefox Web Browser

The following is an example of the Internet Explorer (IE) Web Browser

Note: Once you have logged on, stay logged on until you have completed all of the steps in this
task.
STEP TWO:
•

Enter the address of any search engine into the Address Bar at the top of your screen
o Common search engines include:
www.google.com
www.yahoo.com
www.bing.com

In the image below http://www.google.ca can be seen in the address bar. This has opened the
Google Search Engine Page.
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STEP THREE:
•

Type the word “Welding” into the search area

•

Click “Search”
o In the example above you would click “Google Search”
o You can also select “pages from Canada”

•

Click on one of the websites listed (blue letters with a blue underline)
o Visit a few sites before moving on to the next step

Note: Your screen will look similar to the one below.
Example of a page listing websites you can visit:
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STEP FOUR:
•

Find one site you would like to bookmark

•

Visit the site

•

Look at the menu at the top of your screen and locate the:
o “Bookmark” menu if you are using Firefox
o “Favorites” menu if you are using Internet Explorer

•

Click the word “Bookmark” or “Favorites”
o This will open a drop down menu

•

Click:
o

“Bookmark this page” if you are using Firefox

o “Add to favorites” if you are using Internet Explorer
•

Look at your bookmarks to see where this link is displayed

STEP FIVE:
•

Look at the list of bookmarked sites on your computer

•

Select an existing bookmarked site you would like to visit

•

Click to open that site

Note: If you have an electronic file (e.g. a Word Document or PDF) that contains a link to a
website, you can access the site by completing the following steps:
•

Open the file

•

Find a website address
o The link will be blue and underlined

•

Place your cursor over the link

•

Hold the control - CTRL - key on your keyboard
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•

Use your cursor to click on the blue underlined URL
o This will take you directly to the site
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SCANNING
Reading Text, Document Use, Writing
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Critical Thinking

The Essential Skill called Reading Text covers many different types of reading. Reading Text
includes reading word for word in order to learn, scanning to find information or skimming to
get the gist of the information being presented.
In this course you will be asked to read the Student Notes. This requires that you read the text in
detail in order to learn about welding. You will also be required to read the Essential Skills tasks
presented in the course.
Some of the tasks in this course will ask you to scan for information. Scanning means that your
eyes will run over the text looking for specific information rather than reading every word. It
involves quickly locating keywords and finding specific information. If you are looking for
information to help you complete the task or to help you make a decision, you are most likely
scanning.
Note: There have been many studies done to track the eye movement of people looking at
websites. It has been found that most people scan rather than read web pages.
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The following article is the type of article you might scan if you were interested in learning more
about welding or welding art.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen/pencil/highlighter

STEP ONE:
•

Work independently

•

Complete the five questions below by scanning the “Found Art” article on the pages
following this task
o Try to complete this exercise by scanning the text only
o Record your answers in the space available under each question or highlight
your answers directly in the article

QUESTIONS
1. Who is the artist profiled in this article?

2. How much does Cateraptasaurus weigh?

3. How many pounds of 7018 electrode did he use when he was stick welding the
Cateraptasaurus?

4. When he was calculating the degrees of rotation for his Kinetic Art, what spreadsheet
program did he use?
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5. When this article was written the artist was just starting a new project. What was this new
project?
http://www.thefabricator.com/ArtSculpture/ArtSculpture_Article.cfm?ID=614

Found art
Welding artist finds inspiration in industrial, natural forms
By Kathleen McLaughlin, Contributing Writer
June 12, 2003
Watching the sparks fly as his dad welded a temperamental posthole digger mesmerized Derek
Arnold. “I found the immediacy of something so permanent absolutely fascinating,” he said. “I
knew I wanted to weld.” A hands-on welding education on the family farm drove Arnold to take
his skills and creativity to the next level. In 1993 he graduated from the Maryland Institute
College of Art in Baltimore. “I’ve been welding regularly since my freshman sculpture class,” he
said.
Arnold’s first job out of college was with the
New Arts Foundry fabricating bronze statues.
However, he quickly grew tired of following
someone else’s blueprints. A year later he landed
a commission to design and fabricate 150 feet of
ornamental iron railing for a private residence.
After the project was completed, Arnold’s
creativity and love of welding pushed him to
open his own design and fabrication studio.
Prehistoric Junkyard Art
Heavy-equipment graveyards are the muse that
incites Arnold’s infatuation with designing and
welding. “I like working with discarded steel
because it gives a glimpse of the past and reminds us how important industry and technology are
in our lives,” he said. “I explore avenues to integrate different materials in such a way that the
character of each is evident, so the combination has unique meaning and personality.”
He was able to push the bounds of his creative abilities after winning a commission from Johns
Hopkins University’s Evergreen House for an outdoor sculpture in 2000. “I’d had my eye on a
1946 Caterpillar scraper, and before the commission I didn’t have a reason to take it home,” he
said. “I like reusing old parts, like pins and hinges, that have a history and still work
structurally.”
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Visions of a “Cateraptasaurus” (see Figure 1), a part machine and part creature sculpture, began
forming in Arnold’s mind. His next challenge was cutting up the old machine. “I have to
calculate where to make cuts to create the most out-of-the-ordinary shape,” he said. “I have
hundreds of pieces, and it becomes a game of concentration—remembering where all these
pieces are and visualizing them fitting together. I try to make the parts look as if they were made
to be in my creatures. Sometimes I have to trim the material or add a piece to round out the
form.”
To make his vision a reality, Arnold teamed up with the Alban Tractor
Company, Baltimore, to supply extra parts. “The sculpture is almost all Cat®
tractor parts, but I couldn’t get everything I needed off of the scraper,” he
said. “Sometimes things don’t go together right. I’ll plan it one way but it
doesn’t work, so I have to abandon that piece of metal and try another.”

Figure 1
”Cateraptasaurus”
The curved chest of the creature is the neck of the scraper, and the tail is part weighs more than
of the draw bar. “I cut apart front end loader buckets to make the teeth on the 12,000 lbs. and is
creature’s spine.” The sculpture weighs more than 12,000 pounds and
made from a
balances on two feet. The two feet are 12 ft. across from outer toe to outer toe 1946 Caterpillar
and 6 ft. from front to back.
scraper, a
backhoe, and
To join the sculpture’s hundreds of pieces, Arnold used shielded metal arc
other Caterpillar
welding (SMAW) with 1/16-inch-diameter, flux-core arc welding (FCAW)
tractor parts
wire with a suitcase-type welding machine (see Figure
donated by the
2).
Alban Tractor
Company,
Baltimore.

Figure 2
To join the sculpture’s hundreds of
pieces, Arnold used SMAW with 1/16inch-diameter, flux-core wire with a
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“I chose the MIG process because it’s faster, and I could
suitcase-type welding machine.
lay more metal without stopping to change rods,” he
said. “I also used stick welding and went through about 500 lbs. of 7018 electrode. I felt
comfortable with stick welding because some of the metals were painted and somewhat
dissimilar, and with this process I felt I could join these metals together. I overkilled everything
and put a lot of weld on it.”
Arnold enjoys blurring the lines between organic and mechanical forms. “From a distance, the
sculpture’s form resembles a dinosaur, but the closer you get you start to see all the mechanical
connections,” he said. “It almost looks like the creature could walk if it was hooked up with
hydraulics to become a functional machine to lift rocks.”
Kinetic Art
Arnold doesn’t believe in throwing anything away, and during production of “Cateraptasaurus,”
a patron approached him to design a metal and stone sculpture (see Figure 3). “I began
designing this piece thinking of a visual layout for the seven flagstones and designed the steel
around them,” he said. “To make it spin, I needed vertical columns, which coincidentally were
left over from ‘Cateraptasaurus.’ It was serendipity!”

At inception of the piece, Arnold knew he had to figure
out how to balance 3,000 lbs. of kinetic sculpture.
“Because it’s spinning, every degree of rotation has to
be perfectly balanced,” he said. Arnold created a
spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel and calculated three
different degrees of rotation, such as 0, 90, and 270
degrees. He then entered all pertinent information about
each piece of material.
“Using the spreadsheet made it easy to change the
material’s thickness before welding the steel. This
helped define the exact weight of the sculpture’s left
side and right side for all three calculated angles,” he
said.
To join this mathematical kinetic puzzle, Arnold used a
combination of SMAW and GMAW. “I designed the
piece in CAD and MIG welded the pieces together,” he
said. He chose SMAW to weld the base plate to the
Figure 3
vertical columns. “I had to skip around to make sure the The 3,000-lb. stone and steel kinetic
plate didn’t warp or bend.”
sculpture is 15 ft. tall and is bolted to 8
tons of concrete.
The sculpture is motion-driven by a motor and gear
reduction to achieve a range of speeds. The entire piece is 15 ft. tall and is bolted to 8 tons of
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concrete. “It’s a combination of organic and mechanical imagery with a randomness of how tree
branches grow,” he said.
Future Horizons
True to his restless nature, Arnold currently is designing a ship—a 32-ft.-tall, freestanding
outdoor sculpture—for the Baltimore City Public School System.
“It will be constructed with modern-day technologies,” he said. “I will design it in CAD, and the
parts will be plasma- or torch-cut by a steel supplier. I’ll use MIG and stick welding to join some
recycled metals.”
Whenever Arnold takes on a project, he admits to being slightly intimidated by a new design.
“Working with the unknown is a challenge,” he said. “When I start a project, I’m not always sure
what it’s going to be exactly. I also have a habit of taking on projects that I’ve never done before,
or I’ll have no idea how I’m going to do something.”
Regardless, the idea of taking a piece of metal and fusing it with another piece of metal continues
to fuel Arnold’s passion for welding and creating sculptures.
To find out more about Derek Arnold’s work, contact him at P.O. Box 12, Jarrettsville, MD
21084, 410-692-9662, derek@ghostmine.com, www.ghostmine.com.
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ONTARIO SKILLS PASSPORT
Document Use, Oral Communication, Computer Use
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Finding Information

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 pen/pencil
 computer and internet

STEP ONE:
•

Log onto the internet using a web browser

•

Locate the Address Bar in your web browser

•

Enter the following URL into the Address Bar:
http://skills.edu.gov.on.ca/OSPWeb/jsp/en/introduction.jsp

•

Spend 10 minutes exploring this site

STEP TWO:
•

Remain logged onto the internet

•

Enter the following URL into the Address Bar:
http://www.jobbank.gc.ca/

•

Find a job posting that identifies the Essential Skills necessary for the position
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STEP THREE:
•

Work as a group

•

Discuss what you found in your search
o How could you use the information in these sites?
o How will your knowledge of Essential Skills help you with your job search?
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CONTEST
Reading Text, Document Use, Writing
Thinking Skills: Critical Thinking

This contest is designed to run the length of the course. A draw will be made during the final
class.
During the course we ask that you watch for things in the community that could have been made
by a welder.
Record what you find on a ballot – one ballot for each thing you find.
Enter as many times as you want. The more times you enter the better your chances are of
winning.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen or pencil
 a ballot

•

Ask your instructor for a ballot

•

Fill out a ballot
o Include your name, what you saw and the location

•

Drop your completed ballot into the ballot box
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS
Reading Text, Document Use, Oral Communication, Writing
Thinking Skills: Finding Information

Material Safety Data Sheets – MSDS are documents written for people who use hazardous
materials. They contain information about the physical or chemical hazards associated with
using the material. They outline the safe handling, storage and disposal as well as steps for
dealing with emergencies, fires, spills and overexposure.
Any material covered by the Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS)
must have an MSDS. This means that if you are working with a hazardous substance, you must
have access to MSDS in your workplace and you should be trained to work with the material
safely.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 pen/pencil or highlighter
 Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for Shielding Gas

STEP ONE:
•

Find a partner

•

Scan the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for Shielding Gas

•

Work with your partner to find the answers to the questions on the following page
o Record your answers in the space available under each question or circle or
highlight your answers directly on the MSDS
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Note: If your eyes are running over the text looking for specific information you are actually
using a reading technique called scanning. Scanning involves glancing over the text quickly
to locate keywords and find specific information.
Questions:
1. What would you do if this gas came in contact with your eyes?

2. When you are storing this gas, what is the maximum temperature the storage area can
reach?

3. What personal protection is recommended for people using this product?

STEP TWO:
•

Work as a group

•

Discuss MSDS and your experience using them at work

•

Discuss your answers to the questions in this task

•

Discuss your experience scanning for information
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Material Safety Data Sheet
ARCALTM 121/ARCAL 211

Section 1. Chemical product and company identification
Commercial name(s).
Material uses
Supplier/Manufacturer
In case of emergency

: ARCALTM 121/ARCAL 211
: Shielding gas for arc welding.
: Air Liquide Canada Inc.
1250, René-Lévesque West, Suite 1700
Montreal, QC H3B 5E6
: (514) 878-1667

Section 2. Hazards identification
Physical state
Emergency overview

: Gas.
: WARNING!
HIGH PRESSURE GAS. GAS REDUCES OXYGEN AVAILABLE FOR BREATHING.
Keep away from heat (<52°C/125°F). Use only with adequate ventilation. Extremely
hazardous gas/liquid under pressure. Keep cylinder valve, closed when the product is
not used. Gas may accumulate in confined areas.

Routes of entry
: Inhalation. Dermal contact. Eye contact.
Potential acute health effects
Inhalation
: Inhalation of this gas may cause dizziness, an irregular heartbeat, narcosis, nausea or
asphyxiation.
Skin
: No known significant effects or critical hazards.
Eyes
: No known significant effects or critical hazards.
: Since the product is a gas, it will probably be inhaled rather than ingested. Consider first
Ingestion
the preventive measures in case of inhalation.
Potential chronic health
: Carcinogenic effects: Not classified or listed by IARC, NTP, OSHA, EU and ACGIH.
Mutagenic effects: Not available.
effects
Teratogenic effects: Not available.
Medical conditions
: Pre-existing disorders involving any target organs mentioned in this MSDS as being at
risk may be aggravated by over-exposure to this product.
aggravated by overexposure
See toxicological information (section 11)

Section 3. Composition, Information on Ingredients
Canada
Argon
Helium
Carbon dioxide

CAS number

mole %

7440-37-1
7440-59-7
124-38-9

65 - 89
10 - 20
1 - 15

This material is classified hazardous under the WHMIS Controlled Product Regulation in Canada.
See Sections 8, 11, 14 and 15 for details.

Section 4. First aid measures

Prompt medical attention is mandatory in all cases of overexposure to this gas. Rescue personnel should wear a
self-contained breathing apparatus.
Inhalation
: In case of inhalation, conscious persons should be assisted to an uncontaminated area
and inhale fresh air. The person should be kept warmed and calm. Quick removal from
the contaminated area is most important. Unconscious persons should be moved to an
uncontaminated area, given assisted resuscitation and supplemental oxygen. Further
treatment should be symptomatic and supportive.
Skin contact
Date of issue
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Eye contact

: Individual in contact with a gas should not wear contact lenses. Check for and remove
any contact lenses. In case of contact, immediately flush eyes with plenty of water for at
least 20 minutes. Get medical attention if symptoms occur.

Ingestion

: Since the product is a gas, it will probably be inhaled rather than ingested. Consider first
the preventive measures in case of inhalation.
: The medical doctor must be warned that the person may suffer from anoxia.

Notes to physician

Section 5. Fire fighting measures
Flammability of the product
Products of combustion

: Non-flammable.
: Decomposition products may include the following materials:
carbon dioxide
carbon monoxide

Explosion hazards in the
presence of various
substances

: Container explosion may occur under fire conditions or when heated.

Fire-fighting media and
instructions

: Use an extinguishing agent suitable for the surrounding fire.

Special protective
equipment for fire-fighters

: Fire-fighters should wear appropriate protective equipment and self-contained breathing
apparatus (SCBA) with a full face-piece operated in positive pressure mode.

Section 6. Accidental release measures
Personal precautions

: EVACUATE ALL PERSONNEL FROM AFFECTED AREA.
Use appropriate protective equipment. If leak is in user's equipment, be certain to purge
piping with an inert gas prior to attempting repairs. If leak is on container or container
valve, contact the closest Air Liquide Canada location.

Environmental precautions

: Ensure emergency procedures to deal with accidental gas releases are in place to avoid
contamination of the environment. Inform the relevant authorities if the product has
caused environmental pollution (sewers, waterways, soil or air).
: Immediately contact emergency personnel. Stop leak if without risk. Note: see section 1
for emergency contact information and section 13 for waste disposal.

Methods for cleaning up

Section 7. Handling and storage
Handling

: Valve protection caps must remain in place unless cylinder is secured with valve outlet
piped to usage point. Do not drag, slide or roll cylinders. Use a suitable hand truck for
cylinder movement. Use a pressure regulator when connecting cylinder to lower
pressure piping or systems. Do not heat cylinder by any means to increase the discharge
rate of product from the cylinder. Use a check valve or trap in the discharge line to
prevent hazardous back flow to the cylinder. Do not tamper with (valve) safety device.
Close valve after each use and when empty.

Storage

: Protect cylinders from physical damage. Store in cool, dry, well-ventilated area of non
combustible construction away from heavily trafficked areas and emergency exits. Do
not allow the temperature where cylinders are stored to exceed 52°C/125°F. Cylinders
must be stored upright and firmly secured to prevent falling or being knocked over. Full
and empty cylinders should be segregated. Use a "first in - first out" inventory system to
prevent full cylinders being stored for excessive periods of time. Post "No Smoking or
Open Flames" signs in the storage or use area. There should be no source of ignition in
the storage or use area.
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Section 8. Exposure controls/personal protection
Engineering controls

Personal protection
Respiratory
Hands
Eyes
Skin/Body

: Use only in well-ventilated areas. Gas may accumulate in confined areas. Welding or
brazing may produce fumes and gases that are hazardous to human health. Short-term
(acute) overexposure to these products may cause discomforts, vertigo, nausea ou
dryness of the nose, mouth and eyes. Long-term (chronic) overexposure may affect the
pulmonary function. Avoid breathing these gases and fumes.
: Respirator selection must be based on known or anticipated exposure levels, the
hazards of the product and the safe working limits of the selected respirator.
: Wear suitable gloves for the application.
: Splash goggles.
: Wear appropriate personal protective suit.
Metal cap, safety shoes are recommended when handling cylinders.

Some applications of this product may require additionnal or other specific protective clothings. Please consult
your supervisor.
Personal protection in case : Safety glasses, goggles or face shield. Impervious gloves. Full suit. Metal cap, safety
boots. Wear MSHA/NIOSH-approved self-contained breathing apparatus or equivalent
of a major leak
and full protective gear.
Product name
Canada
Carbon dioxide

Exposure limits
CA Alberta Provincial (Canada, 10/2006).
15 min OEL: 54000 mg/m³ 15 minute(s).
8 hrs OEL: 5000 ppm 8 hour(s).
15 min OEL: 30000 ppm 15 minute(s).
8 hrs OEL: 9000 mg/m³ 8 hour(s).
CA British Columbia Provincial (Canada, 7/2007).
TWA: 5000 ppm 8 hour(s).
STEL: 15000 ppm 15 minute(s).
CA Ontario Provincial (Canada, 3/2007).
TWAEV: 5000 ppm 8 hour(s).
TWAEV: 9000 mg/m³ 8 hour(s).
STEV: 30000 ppm 15 minute(s).
STEV: 54000 mg/m³ 15 minute(s).
CA Quebec Provincial (Canada, 12/2006).
TWAEV: 5000 ppm 8 hour(s).
TWAEV: 9000 mg/m³ 8 hour(s).
STEV: 30000 ppm 15 minute(s).
STEV: 54000 mg/m³ 15 minute(s).

In Canadian provinces where no value is specifically suggested, the lowest value above should be used.
Consult local authorities for acceptable exposure limits.
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Section 9. Physical and chemical properties
Physical state
Color
Odor
Solubility

:
:
:
:

Gas.
Colorless.
Odorless.
Partially soluble in the following materials: cold water.

Section 10. Stability and reactivity
Stability and reactivity
Hazardous decomposition
products
Hazardous polymerization

: The product is stable.
: Under normal conditions of storage and use, hazardous decomposition products should
not be produced.
: Under normal conditions of storage and use, hazardous polymerization will not occur.

Section 11. Toxicological information
Acute Effects
Inhalation
Skin
Eyes
Ingestion
Potential chronic health
effects

: Inhalation of this gas may cause dizziness, an irregular heartbeat, narcosis, nausea or
asphyxiation.
No
known significant effects or critical hazards.
:
: No known significant effects or critical hazards.
: Since the product is a gas, it will probably be inhaled rather than ingested. Consider first
the preventive measures in case of inhalation.
: Carcinogenic effects: Not classified or listed by IARC, NTP, OSHA, EU and ACGIH.
Mutagenic effects: Not available.
Teratogenic effects: Not available.

Section 12. Ecological information
Products of degradation

: These gases are released as is in the atmosphere.

Section 13. Disposal considerations
Disposal

: Do not attempt to dispose of the container or of its content. Return in the shipping
container properly labeled, with any valve outlet plugs or caps secured and valve
protection cap in place to Air Liquide Canada for proper disposal. For emergency
disposal, contact the closest Air Liquide Canada location.

Section 14. Transport information
: 126

NAERG
Regulatory
information

UN number

Proper shipping name

Classes

PG* Label

TDG Classification

UN1956

COMPRESSED GAS, N.O.S.
(Argon, Helium, Carbon dioxide)

2.2

2

IMDG Class

UN1956

COMPRESSED GAS, N.O.S.
(Argon, Helium, Carbon dioxide)

2.2

2

IATA-DGR Class

UN1956

COMPRESSED GAS, N.O.S.
(Argon, Helium, Carbon dioxide)

2.2

2

PG* : Packing group
Date of issue
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Additional information
Cylinders should be transported in a secure position, in a well ventilated vehicle. The transportation of compressed gas
cylinders in automobiles or in closed-body vehicles can present serious safety hazards and should be discouraged.

Section 15. Regulatory information
Canada
WHMIS (Canada)

: Class A: Compressed gas.

Canadian lists

: CEPA Toxic substances: The following components are listed: Carbon dioxide
Canadian ARET: None of the components are listed.
Canadian NPRI: None of the components are listed.
Alberta Designated Substances: None of the components are listed.
Ontario Designated Substances: None of the components are listed.
Quebec Designated Substances: None of the components are listed.

Canada inventory
(DSL/NDSL)

: All components are listed or exempted.

Section 16. Other information
Hazardous Material
Information System (U.S.A.)
Health

1

Fire hazard

0

Physical Hazard

0

Personal protection

G

National Fire Protection
Association (U.S.A.)
Flammability

0
Health

1

0

Instability
Special

HAZARD RATINGS
4- Extreme
3- Serious
2- Moderate
1- Slight
0- Minimal

See section 8 for more detailed information on personal protection.
References
: ANSI Z400.5, MSDS Standard, 2004. - Manufacturer's Material Safety Data Sheet. Canada Gazette Part II, Vol. 122, No. 2. Registration SOR/88-64, 31 December 1987.
Hazardous Products Act "Ingredient Disclosure List" - Canadian Transport of Dangerous
Goods, Regulations and Schedules, Clear Language version 2005. CGA C-7 Guide to
the Preparation of Precautionary Labels and Marking of Compressed Gas Containers.
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Safety Task 2– Safety Checklist

SAFETY CHECKLIST
Reading Text, Document Use, Oral Communication
Thinking Skills: Critical Thinking, Finding Information

When you start a new job you may be asked to read information such as Material Safety Data
Sheets, Policies and Procedures, and safety information. Some employers will have you
complete a checklist to ensure you have received all the information you need to work safely.

Complete the following safety checklist. If you are unable to check a box on this page, refer
back to the safety section of your Student Notes or ask your instructor.

Check if you have:
found appropriate clothing to wear to class
•

For example: long pants, shirts, boots, helmet, gloves

read the example Material Safety Data Sheet
read any MSDS for products you will be using in class
learned about common welding related injuries and how to avoid them
Check if you know:
when to report accidents
when to report equipment damage
how to use welding equipment and tools safely
how to lift properly
Check if you can:
locate the First Aid Kit
locate the Fire Extinguisher
identify the various tools and equipment used in welding
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identify general safety rules for working with metal and heat
maintain a clean, safe work area
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WEB SEARCH
Reading Text, Document Use, Computer Use
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Finding Information

If you have access to the internet and would like more information about Material Safety Data
Sheets, welding safety or workplace safety in general, you can use a search engine to find more
information on these topics.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 access to a computer with internet

•

Log onto the internet using a web browser

•

Open a search engine

•

Enter any of the following:
o Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
o Safety and Welding
o Workplace Health and Safety
o Workplace Safety and Insurance Board
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WORKPLACE HEALTH AND SAFETY
Reading Text, Document Use, Computer Use
Thinking Skills: Finding Information

The Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) have designed a web site to provide
workplace health and safety information to workers between the ages of 16 and 24. We have
included this site in this task because the information is useful regardless of your age.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 access to a computer with internet

•

Log onto the internet using a web browser

•

Locate the Address Bar in your web browser

•

Enter the following URL into the Address Bar:
www.hs101.ca

•

Enter the site and select Launch High Speed or Launch Low Speed

•

Complete the Modules - Safety Matters, Safety Roles, Work Hazards and Staying
Safe

Note: These modules could take up to an hour to complete. If you run out of time in class, you
may want to bookmark this site so that you can return to it at a later date. You may also want to
work on this task at home.
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PROGRESS EVALUATION
Document Use, Oral Communication, Computer Use
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Critical Thinking, Finding Information

TASK STEPS
STEP ONE:
•

Evaluate the progress you are making on your welding project

•

Discuss your progress with your instructor
o Work with your instructor to identify the steps you will need to take to
complete your project on time
o Set goals for the completion of your project

•

Continue working on your project keeping your timelines in mind

STEP TWO:
•

Work on any of the following if you have time or need a break from your project
o Read the Student Notes that have been assigned
o Research future projects
o Search for and watch online welding videos
o Complete or revisit any of the assigned tasks
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PRESENT YOUR WORK – DAILY
Reading Text, Document Use, Oral Communication
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Critical Thinking

As mentioned in your Student Notes, you will have the opportunity to present your work at the
end of each day. After you present an evaluation of your own welding project you will receive
feedback from the others in your class. You will also have a chance to provide feedback to the
other group members after they present their work.

TASK STEPS
STEP ONE:
•

Present your welding project

•

Think about the following questions as you present your work:
o How do you feel about your work to date?
o What do you like the most about your work so far?
o What has been the most important thing you’ve learned?
o If you were doing it over again, what would you do the same and what
would you do differently?
o How would it be different if you had made other choices?
o What are your plans for the next class?


•

Your next steps

Ask the others in the group for feedback on your work

STEP TWO:
•

Listen to the other members of the class as they present their work

•

Offer them both positive and constructive feedback
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WELDING VIDEOS
Reading Text, Document Use, Writing, Computer Use, Oral Communication
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Finding Information

In this task you will be asked to watch welding video demonstrations online. You can work on
your own or with one or two other members of your class. You may also want to watch these
videos on your home computer.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:


a computer with access to the internet



speakers/headset



a pen/pencil



paper

STEP ONE:
•

Log onto the internet using a web browser

•

Locate the Address Bar

•

Enter the following URL into the Address Bar:

These videos may show
welders using techniques
that differ from the ones
you learned in class.
Please ask your instructor
if you have any questions.
Some videos will actually
show people making
mistakes. Please discuss
these with your instructor.

http://www.youtube.com
•

Enter the word “Welding” in the search area of the
YouTube site

•

Scan the list of video options

•

Find, select and watch at least three videos
o The video will play on your screen

•

Take notes or record questions that come up as you watch the videos
o Talk with your instructor if you have any questions
o Recommend videos and share information with the others in your class
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WELDING DEFINITIONS
Reading Text, Document Use, Computer Use, Writing, Oral Communication
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Finding Information

When you start a new job it’s possible that you will come across words or techniques that are
unfamiliar. It is important to ask questions and ask for clarification at work. However, it is also
important to know how to search for information and find answers to your questions using the
internet.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a computer with access to the internet
 a pen/pencil
 paper or printer

STEP ONE:
•

Work independently

•

Log onto the internet using a web browser

•

Select and open a search engine

•

Search “Welding Definitions”

•

Visit the websites that display until you find one to use to complete this task. As an
alternative you can enter the address of one of the following sites:
www.toolingu.com/class-650130-overview-of-weld-types.html
www.welding-machines-equipment.com/glossary.html
www.engineersedge.com/welding.htm
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STEP TWO:
•

Scan the words and definitions

•

Pick a word you don’t already know

•

Print the page or write out the word and the definition

•

Talk with your instructor to arrange a time to present your word and definition to the
group

STEP THREE: In Class Presentation:
•

Present your word, with the definition to the other members of your class

•

Write the word for the group
o Use a whiteboard or flipchart
o As an alternative, you can share a printed version of the word and definition

•

Read the definition to the group
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KEEPING A STEADY HAND
Document Use

This task will help you develop the ability to hold a MIG gun steady. Think of the pencil as the
gun and the paper is the base metal.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pencil
 a piece of paper
 a washer

STEP ONE:
•

Place the paper on a flat surface

•

Place the washer on the paper

•

Sit or stand comfortably in front of the paper

•

Place a sharp pencil in the centre of the washer

•

Push the washer along the paper
o Try not to leave any pencil marks on the paper
o Try not to let the washer slip from the pencil
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DISCUSSION – WORKING IN A TEAM
Reading Text, Document Use, Oral Communication
Thinking Skills: Critical Thinking

It is likely that you will be working as a member of a team in the workplace. You may also be
asked to work with others on the tasks in this course. Therefore, it is important to think about
and learn from your past experiences. Take some time now to talk to the others in your group
about your past experience as a member of a team.

TASK STEPS
•

Tell the group about a time you participated as a member of a team
o What was the team?
o What role did you play?
o What did you like about teamwork?
o What was your least favorite thing about the team experience?

•

Discuss whether you have been working independently, with a partner/helper or as a
member of a team in this class
o One of the Essential Skills is called “Working with Others” which describes
employees working with others to carry out their tasks

•

Tell the group about the things that are important to you when you are working with
others. For example:
o “It is important to me that we listen to each other.”
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PRINTING A FILE
Reading Text, Document Use, Oral Communication, Computer Use
Thinking Skills: Finding Information

You may need to print a file as part of this course. You may also need to print information at
home or on the job.
If you have used computer software, you have probably already noticed that there is usually
more than one way to do the same thing. The people who design software realize that everyone
learns differently so they try to provide options for the end users. This task will outline several
ways to print a file.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a computer
 printer
 a word processing program (for example, Microsoft Word, WordPerfect or Open
Office)

STEP ONE:
•

Work as a group, along with your instructor

•

Search the Desktop for a icon called “My Documents”

•

Double click the “My Documents” icon
o This will open a screen that looks like the one in the image below:
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Step One Continued:

•

Scan the screen to locate the Folder called “Welding”

•

Double click to open it

•

Scan the Folder to find the File called “Conversion Charts”

•

Double click the File. This File will open and become an active document

STEP TWO:
•

Find the print icon on the menu at the top of your screen

•

Click on this icon to print the document

STEP THREE:
You can also print this document by opening the “File” menu available in the top left hand
corner of your screen
•

Click on the word “File” in the menu at the top of your screen
o This will open a drop down menu of options

•

Scroll down until the word Print is highlighted and click
o You will notice Ctrl+P beside the word Print (CTRL is short for Control).
Ctrl + P is another option for printing. Hold the Control key and strike the
letter P
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With this print menu open you can make changes to the way your document prints. Spend some
time as a group reviewing your print options.
•

For example, you can:
o print all (the whole document) or you can print the current page only
o print a range of pages. For example, if your document is 10 pages long, you
may only want to print pages 1 to 3
o select a printer
o print multiple copies of the document

•

Click OK to print the document or click cancel to close this window

STEP FOUR:
With this document still open:
•

Find the word “Help” on the menu bar at the top of your screen
o The “Help” menu allows you to search for answers to your questions
o Use the “Help” feature in any Microsoft program

•

Click on the word “Help” to open a drop down menu

•

Click “Microsoft Office Word Help”
o This will open another menu, this time on the side of your screen

•

Enter the word “Printing” in the area of the menu that begins with “Search for”
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•

Click the green arrow or hit enter

•

Use your mouse to select and open one of the topics listed
o Topics are identified with a blue question mark and blue lettering

•

Read the information that displays

•

Click the red X to close this information box

•

Click the small black X to close the “Search Results” menu
o You will be back at your main document

STEP FIVE:
•

Close the entire document by clicking the red X in the top right hand corner of your
screen

•

Point your cursor to the “Conversion Charts” document without clicking

•

Right click your mouse
o Another menu will open
o Using this method you can print the document without opening it

•

Click Print to print a copy of the “Conversion Charts” document
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Printable Metric Conversion Chart and Table
Length
1 centimeter (cm)
1 inch
1 foot
1 foot
1 yard
1 meter (m)

=
=
=
=
=
=

10 millimeters (mm)
2.54 centimeters (cm)
0.3048 meters (m)
12 inches
3 feet
100 centimeters (cm)

1 meter (m)

≅

3.280839895 feet

1 furlong
1 kilometer (km)

=
=

660 feet
1000 meters (m)

1 kilometer (km)

0.62137119 miles

1 mile
1 mile

≅
=
=

1 nautical mile

=

5280 ft
1.609344 kilometers (km)
1.852 kilometers meters
(km)

Weight
1 milligram (mg)
1 gram (g)

=
=

0.001 grams (g)
0.001 kilograms (kg)

1 gram (g)

≅

0.035273962 ounces

1 ounce
1 ounce

=
=

28.34952312 grams (g)
0.0625 pounds

1 pound (lb)
1 pound (lb)
1 kilogram (kg)

=
=
=

16 ounces
0.45359237 kilograms (kg)
1000 grams

1 kilogram (kg)

≅

35.273962 ounces

1 kilogram (kg)

≅

2.20462262 pounds (lb)

1 stone
1 short ton
1 metric ton

=
=
=

14 pounds
2000 pounds
1000 kilograms (kg)

Area
1 square foot

=

1 square foot

=

1 square yard
1 square meter
1 acre
1 hectare
1 hectare
1 square kilometer

=
≅
=
=
≅
=

1 square mile

≅

1 square mile

=

144 square inches
929.0304 square
centimeters
9 square feet
10.7639104 square feet
43,560 square feet
10,000 square meters
2.4710538 acres
100 hectares
2.58998811 square
kilometers
640 acres

Speed
1 mile per hour (mph)

≅

1 mile per hour (mph)

=

1 knot

≅

1 foot per second

≅

1 kilometer per hour

≅

1 US tablespoon
1 US fluid ounce
1 US cup
1 US cup
1 US pint
1 US pint

=
≅
=
=
=
=

1 liter (l)

≅

1 liter (l)
1 US quart
1 US gallon
1 US gallon

=
=
=
=

1.46666667 feet per
second (fps)
1.609344 kilometers per
hour
1.150779448 miles per
hour
0.68181818 miles per hour
(mph)
0.62137119 miles per hour
(mph)

Volume
3 US teaspoons
29.57353 milliliters (ml)
16 US tablespoons
8 US fluid ounces
2 US cups
16 US fluid ounces
33.8140227 US fluid
ounces
1000 milliliters (ml)
2 US pints
4 US quarts
3.78541178 liters

Mid Stage Task 1– Welding Joint - Matching

WELDING JOINT - MATCHING
Document Use
Thinking Skills: Decision Making

Draw a line between the “Type of Joint” and the matching “Joint” image.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen/pencil
TYPE OF JOINT

JOINT

Edge Joint

T-Joint

Lap Joint

Corner Joint

Butt Joint
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MATH AND WELDING
Reading Text, Document Use, Oral Communication, Computer Use, Writing
Thinking Skills: Decision Making

It is common to hear high school students say “Why do I need to learn this, I will never use it.”
What they are saying is that they can’t see a practical application for what they are learning.
The math tasks in this course are all related to welding which should make them easier to
understand. You will be motivated to learn about right angles if you know it will help you
complete your in-class welding project.
To complete your welding project you may need to use many of the math skills presented in the
tasks throughout this course. Other tasks will introduce you to math concepts you will use if you
decide to peruse welding as a hobby or as a career.
Depending on your past experience, you may find the math tasks in this course provide you with
a refresher only. However, you may find that these tasks introduce you to something new.
If you find the math tasks difficult, you may want to work through them again after you have
completed this course. The more experience you gain in welding, the easier it will be to learn
these math skills.
This task will introduce you to two websites that list the math skills needed by people who work
as welders.
These websites can help you find words and examples to use on your résumé. Math skills are
transferable, therefore, even if you are not pursuing a career in welding what you learn in this
course can still be included on your résumé.
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The website: http://www.xpmath.com/careers/jobsresult.php?groupID=9&jobID=7 lists math
skills needed by welders. The following is a summary from that site.
Welders Need:
•

Basic math and algebra including:
o Fractions
o Decimals
o Ratio and Proportion
o Imperial Measurement
o Measurement Conversion
o Powers and Roots

Algebra: the branch of
mathematics in which
symbols, usually letters of
the alphabet, represent
unknown numbers.

o Basic Problem Solving
o Using Formulas
o Using a Calculator
o Mental Math
•

Geometry including:
o Basic Terminology
o Angle Measurement
o Quadrilaterals
o Pythagorean Theorem
o Area
o Volume
o Making and Using 3D drawings
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Geometry: the branch of
mathematics that is
concerned with the
properties and
relationships of points,
lines, angles, curves,
surfaces and solids.

Mid Stage Task 2– Math and Welding

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen/pencil
 paper
 a computer with internet access

STEP ONE:
•

Log onto the internet using a web browser

•

Enter the following URL:
http://srv108.services.gc.ca/english/general/home_e.shtml

•

Search for the Welder Profile: NOC 7265

•

Scroll down the profile until you find the section called Numeracy
o You can also click on the word Numeracy in the area called “Document
Sections”

•

Read through the Numeracy section

•

Record one example listed in the “Math Foundation” section.
o For example, “reading and working with Imperial measurements, e.g.,
welding rods are available in a variety of sizes such as 3/32, 1/8, ¼”

STEP TWO:
•

Discuss welding and math as a group

•

Present the example you recorded

•

Discuss all the examples presented in the group
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ROUNDING DECIMALS
Document Use, Numeracy

If you are asked to round to two decimal places:
•

Find the number in the second decimal place (moving right from the decimal point)
Example:
0.123
2 is in the second decimal place

•

Look at the number in the third decimal place
Example:
0.123
3 is in the third decimal place

•

If the number in the third decimal place is less than 5 you don’t need to do any rounding,
you just need to remove this third number
Example:
0.123 becomes 0.12

•

If the number in the third decimal place is equal to or greater than 5 you need to “round
up” the number in the second decimal place. This means removing the number in the
third decimal place and adding 1 to the number in the second decimal place
Example:
0.125 becomes 0.13

•

If there is a fourth decimal place that is equal to or greater than 5 you need to add 1 to the
number in the third decimal place. If this makes the number in the third decimal place
equal to or greater than five, you need to add 1 to the number in the second decimal place
Example:
0.1247 becomes 0.125 which becomes 0.13
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Three examples of rounding to two decimal places:
Step-by-step rounding of a number to two decimal places
Start with the last number. 4 is less than 5 so you

44.93584

44.9358

don’t need to round up the number on the left you
just need to remove the number 4

44.9358
44.936

44.936

8 is greater than 5 so 1 is added to the number on

44.94

6 is greater than 5 so 1 is added to the number on

the left (5 becomes 6) and the 8 is removed

the left (3 becomes 4) and the 6 is removed

You have now rounded the number to two decimal places: 44.94

Step-by-step rounding of a number to two decimal places

56.93484
56.9348
56.935

56.9348

4 is less than 5 so you don’t need to round up

56.935

8 is more than 5 so the number to the left rounds

56.94

5 is equal to 5 so the number to the left rounds up

up

You have now rounded the number to two decimal places: 56.94

Step-by-step rounding of a number to two decimal places

22.93484
22.9348
22.935

22.9348

4 is less than 5 so you don’t need to round up

22.935

8 is more than 5 so the number to the left rounds

22.94

5 is equal to 5 so the number to the left rounds up

up

You have now rounded the number to two decimal places: 44.94

Note: Rounding decimal places will affect the answers to the math tasks in this course.
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TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen or pencil
•

Round the following numbers to two decimal places:
Number

4.732
22.567
1.878
0.1478
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Mid Stage Task 4– Imperial to Metric

IMPERIAL TO METRIC
Reading Text, Document Use, Numeracy, Computer Use

Imperial System
The Imperial System of measurement (e.g. feet, ounces) was developed in the United Kingdom
and was used extensively until the 1960’s.

Système International d’Unités (International System of Units)
Over 200 years ago the French developed an alternative measurement system called the SI or
Système International d'Unités (International System of Units). This system is commonly known
as the Metric System.
The SI system of measurement uses an internationally agreed upon set of units and has replaced
the Imperial System in most countries. Today the United States is the only industrialized country
that continues to use the Imperial System as their main system of measurement. The British
converted in the 1960’s followed by Canada in the 1970’s.
The Imperial System continues to survive around the world, in large part due to the United
States’ extensive import/export business.

Fahrenheit and Celsius
The United States also uses Fahrenheit to measure temperature. Fahrenheit was developed in the
early 1700’s by physicist Daniel Fahrenheit. In most countries this system has also been
replaced by the Celsius scale.
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Boiling point of
water
Freezing point of
water
Absolute zero
The same when the
temperature is:

Fahrenheit
212°

Celsius
100°

32°

0°

–459.67°

–273.15°

-40°

-40°

Conversions
The SI uses units of 10; therefore many people find it easier to use than the Imperial System.
The challenge for most people is converting between the
Imperial System and SI.
Mosaic artists may need to convert between inches/feet
and millimetres/centimetres.
Products, tools, books and patterns that come from the
United States will use the Imperial system of

Example conversion site:
http://www.worldwidemetric
.com/metcal.htm

measurement.
Example conversion tables:

If you have access to a computer it is easy to find
conversion tools that will do the math for you. For

http://vulcan.wr.usgs.gov/Mis
cellaneous/ConversionTables/
conversion_table.html

example, if you enter the Imperial System measurement 5
inches, the program does the conversion to SI for you
providing the number 12.7 centimetres.
Many workplaces have conversion charts posted and some workers keep small conversion charts
in their toolboxes.
If you don’t have access to a computer it will be helpful to know how to do some basic
conversions on your own. The following task will help you develop the skills to do these
conversions with and without technology.
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This chart can be used as a guide for this task or you can keep it for future reference.
Symbol:
mm = millimetre
cm = centimetre
m = metre
km = kilometre
SI to Imperial: some common conversions
1 millimetre

.039 inches

1 centimetre

10 millimetres

.39 inches

1 metre

100 centimetres

39.37 inches

1.09 yards

1 kilometre

1000 metres

1093 yards

.62 miles

Imperial to SI: some common conversions
1 inch

25.4 millimetres

2.54 centimetres

.0254 metres

1 foot

12 inches

.30 metres

30.48 cm

1 yard

3 feet

.91 metres

91 cm

1 mile

1760 yards

1.61 kilometres

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen or pencil
 calculator (optional)
 computer

STEP ONE:
•

Select a partner

•

Review the “Example Calculation” on the following page

•

Complete the “Conversion Problems: (Imperial / SI)”
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•

Round your answers to one decimal place

Example Calculation:

Problem:
You have a piece of glass 5 feet long.
How many metres is that?

Formula:
Feet x 0.30 = metres
•

This formula can be found in the “Formulas for Converting
Between SI and Imperial” chart - when you know feet and
need to find metres

Calculation:
5 feet x 0.30 = 1.5 metres
The piece of glass is 1.5 metres long

Conversion Problems: (Imperial / SI)
1. You want your substrate to be 30.5 x 38 centimetres.
How many inches is that?

2. How many centimetres is a 4 inch piece of glass?

3. When you are making a cut you need to place your cutter 0.06 inches from the edge of the
glass. How many millimetres is that?

4. Calculate the number of centimetres in a piece of glass that measures 6 feet 3 inches.
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Formulas for Converting Between SI and Imperial:
When You Know
Inches
Inches
Feet
Feet

Multiply by:
25.4
2.54
30.48
0.30

To Find
Millimetres
Centimetres
Centimetres
Metres

Centimetres
Millimetres
Centimetres
Metres

0.39
0.039
0.03
3.3

Inches
Inches
Feet
Feet

STEP TWO:
•

Work as a group

•

Log onto the internet using a web browser

•

Enter the following URL into the address bar
http://www.worldwidemetric.com/metcal.htm

STEP THREE
•

Using this online conversion tool, complete the same 4 “Conversion Problems:
(Imperial / SI)”

•

Record your answers beside your first set of answers
o Did you notice any differences in your answers?
o What would cause those differences?
o Discuss your results as a group
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Mid Stage Task 4– Imperial to Metric

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen or pencil
 calculator (optional)
 computer

STEP ONE:
•

Work with your partner

•

Complete the “Find the Missing Measurement” chart on the following page
o Use the measurements in the chart to calculate the missing measurements

•

Use the “Imperial and Metric Reference Chart” at the end of this task or the
formulas in the “Formulas for Converting Between SI and Imperial” chart on the
previous page

•

Record your answers in the largest Imperial number
o For example, if the answer is 16/16 record the answer as 1

Note: The first line of the chart has been done as an example – when you know 8/16 inch. The
calculations are shown in the following two examples “Find the Missing Measurement –
Centimetres” and “Find the Missing Measurement - Millimetres”
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Example: Find the Missing Measurement - Centimetres:

Problem:
Convert this fraction (8/16”) to a decimal

Formula:
Divide the numerator by the denominator
Numerator is the top number 8
Denominator is the bottom number 16

Calculate:
Divide 8 by 16 = 0.5 inch

Problem:
Find centimetres for 0.5 inch
Use the “Formulas for Converting Between SI and Imperial”
chart

Formula:
inches x 2.54 = centimetres

Calculate:
0.5 inches x 2.54 = 1.27 centimetres
1.27 centimetres is the missing measurement
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Example: Find the Missing Measurement - Millimetres:

Problem
Convert this fraction (8/16“) to a decimal

Formula:
Divide the numerator by the denominator

Calculate:
Divide 8 by 16 = 0.5 inch

Problem
Find millimetres for 0.5 inch
Use the “Formulas for Converting Between SI and Imperial”
chart

Formula:
inches x 25.4 = millimetres

Calculate:
0.5 inches x 25.4 = 12.7 millimetres12.7 millimetres is the
missing measurement

Note: Round your answers to three decimal places.
Find the Missing Measurement:
Inches (Imperial)
8/16 inches

Centimetres
(Metric/SI)
1.27 cm
0.635 cm
2.540 cm

Millimetres
(Metric/SI)
12.7 mm

2/4 inches
19.050 mm
1/16 inches
1 ½ inch
3500 mm
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Imperial and SI (Metric) Reference Chart:
Imperial

Metric

Inches
1/16"

Decimal
0.062

Centimetres
0.157

Millimetres
1.575

2/16 = 1/8"

0.125

0.318

3.175

3/16"

0.187

0.475

4.750

4/16 = 1/4"

0.250

0.635

6.350

5/16"

0.312

0.792

7.925

6/16 = 3/8"

0.375

0.953

9.525

7/16"

0.437

1.110

11.100

8/16 = 1/2"

0.500

1.270

12.700

9/16"

0.562

1.427

14.275

10/16 = 5/8"

0.625

1.588

15.875

11/16"

0.687

1.745

17.450

12/16 = 3/4"

0.750

1.905

19.050

13/16"

0.812

2.062

20.625

14/16 = 7/8"

0.875

2.223

22.225

15/16"

0.937

2.380

23.800

16/16 = 1"

1.000

2.540

25.400
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TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen or pencil
 calculator (optional)

STEP ONE:
•

Work with your partner

•

Complete the following conversions using any of the tools or formulas mentioned
in this task

Note: Do not round your answers
Conversions:
You buy 3.5 metres of electrode wire, how much is that in millimetres, centimetres and
inches?
_________________mm
_________________cm
_________________ inches

Your electrode wire stickout is 3/8 inch. How long is that in millimetres and centimetres?
_________________mm
_________________cm
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Reading a Ruler
Reading Text, Document Use, Oral Communication, Numeracy

A ruler is a straight edged tool used to measure distances. It is
also used as an aid for drawing straight lines. A tape measure
is a flexible form of a ruler. In this stained glass course you
will need to use a ruler and/or tape measure. You may need to
measure, read and recognize measurements including length,
width and depth.
Imperial or English Rulers
Imperial rulers are divided into inches. Each inch on the ruler
is subdivided further by a series of long and short lines. The
longer the line, the larger the unit of measurement.

If you are writing
down a
measurement, record
the whole number
first. This number
represents the
number of inches.
Leave a space then
record the fraction of
an inch. For
example, 1 ½”.

For example:
•

Each foot is divided into 12 inches
o Each inch is marked with a whole number e.g. 1 to 12

•

The longest line subdividing one inch is the ½ inch mark

•

The ¼ inch mark is a shorter line. It divides the inch into 4 quarters

•

The inch can also be divided into 1/8’s

•

In some cases the ruler will have lines dividing the inch into 1/16’s

You will have noticed that Imperial measurements divide inches into fractions (¼ and ½). This
can make it a difficult system to learn.
½ inch x 2 = 1 inch

¼ inch x 4 = 1 inch

1/8 inch x 8 = 1 inch

1/16 inch x 16 = 1 inch
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The smallest line on this example ruler is 1/16 of an inch. If you look between the 1 and 2 inch
markers you should be able to count 16 smaller lines.

When you see measurements written you will notice that the numbers are followed by an
apostrophe. This is the symbol for feet. The quote symbol is used to represent inches.
For example:
•

6' is that same as 6 feet

•

7” is the same as seven inches

•

6’7” is six feet, seven inches

If you are using a tape measure you may notice that at the 24” mark the number has a black
background. At the 16” mark the number has a red background. This is done to help
construction workers quickly measure the space needed for wall studs or joists. Studs need to be
16” apart if it is a load bearing wall; otherwise they can be 24” apart. This is good to know if
you want to hang your finished piece on a wall. Not only will it help you find wall studs it will
also help you decide where to place the hooks on your piece.

SI Measurement (SI - International System of Units) – Commonly referred to as Metric
Most people find metric rulers easier to use because they contain only centimetres and
millimetres. A centimetre is divided into 10 millimetres. The larger, numbered lines represent
centimetres and the smaller lines represent millimetres. If you look between the 1 and 2
centimetre numbers you should be able to count 10 lines or 10 millimetres.
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Decimals are also in units of 10; therefore, 7 millimetres can be written as 0.7 centimetres.
Most rulers and tape measures will display both Metric and Imperial measurements, however it
may be best to have two dedicated tape measures, one for Metric and one for Imperial.

Tips for Measuring
•

If you need to make precise measurements avoid tape measures with hooks. Hooks on
the end of a tape measure will bend which can make your measurement inaccurate

•

Whenever possible, start your measurement at 1 rather than 0, especially if you are using
a ruler. If the end of the ruler is worn down, your measurements won’t be accurate

•

If you are working with small detailed measurements make sure you can see the lines on
the ruler/tape measure
o If you can’t see the lines clearly, ask someone to help you

•

Check the ruler or tape measure against another ruler or tape measure
o They are not always printed accurately
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TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen or pencil
 tape measure and/or a ruler (you will need to be able to read both Imperial and
SI/Metric measurements)

STEP ONE:
•

Work as a group

•

Brainstorm a list of jobs where you would need to use a ruler or tape measure
o When do you use a ruler or tape measure at home?
o When will you use a ruler/tape measure in welding?
o Do you prefer the Imperial or Metric/SI system?

STEP TWO:
•

Select a partner

•

Find tape measures or rulers

•

Pick three things to measure

•

Record your measurements using both Imperial and Metric measurements
o For example, you could measure the edge of a desk or a window ledge
Item Measured

Imperial
(feet or inches)
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Metric (centimetres or
millimetres)

Mid Stage Task 5– Reading a Ruler

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen or pencil
 tape measure and/or a ruler
 Imperial and Metric Reference Chart

In most cases when you are measuring you will want to use the largest unit of measurement, for
example 16/16 inch = 1 inch.
STEP ONE:
•

Work with your partner

•

Complete the “Largest Imperial Unit” column in the following chart
o The “Imperial and Metric Reference Chart” on the following page can help
you complete this task
o Use a ruler to find the answer or confirm that your answer is correct

Note: the first one is done for you

Largest Imperial Unit:
Imperial Measurement

Largest Imperial Unit

4/16 inch

1/4

8/16 inch
2/4 inch
12/16 inch
14 inches
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Imperial and Metric Reference Chart:
Imperial

Metric

Inches
1/16"

Decimal
0.062

Centimetres
0.157

Millimetres
1.575

2/16 = 1/8"

0.125

0.318

3.175

3/16"

0.187

0.475

4.750

4/16 = 1/4"

0.250

0.635

6.350

5/16"

0.312

0.792

7.925

6/16 = 3/8"

0.375

0.953

9.525

7/16"

0.437

1.110

11.100

8/16 = 1/2"

0.500

1.270

12.700

9/16"

0.562

1.427

14.275

10/16 = 5/8"

0.625

1.588

15.875

11/16"

0.687

1.745

17.450

12/16 = 3/4"

0.750

1.905

19.050

13/16"

0.812

2.062

20.625

14/16 = 7/8"

0.875

2.223

22.225

15/16"

0.937

2.380

23.800

16/16 = 1"

1.000

2.540

25.400
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ORDERING DECIMALS
Reading Text, Document Use, Numeracy, Oral Communication

A decimal is a dot in a number that looks like a period.
A decimal point separates whole numbers from numbers that are only a part of a whole number
(less than 1). Therefore, decimals allow you to write numbers that fall between two whole
numbers. For example the number 3.6 is larger than 3, but smaller than 4.
Numbers to the left of the decimal increase in size as you move to the left. The numbers on the
right of the decimal point decrease in size as you move to the right.

http://www.coolmath.com/decimals/01-decimals-place-value.html

In the image above you will notice that decimals show another way of writing a fraction. You
will also notice decimals are based on the unit 10. The word "Decimal" is actually Latin for “A
Tenth Part”.
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Which Decimal Is Larger?
It can be difficult to determine which number is larger when you are comparing decimals. For
example which is the largest number in the list below?
4.500, 4.050, 4.60, 4.01
It helps to have an equal number of numbers after each decimal point. For example, it should be
easier to tell which number below is the largest now that there are two numbers after each
decimal point.
4.50, 4.05, 4.60, 4.01
Note: Adding and removing zeros at the end of a number that follows a decimal does not change
the value of the number. For example 4.5 and 4.50 are equal.

Look at the numbers below. Which number is larger?
5.50, 5.05, 5.205
Adding zeros makes it easier to see that
5.500 is larger than 5.205
5.205 is larger than 5.050
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Table for Ordering Decimals:
Using a table also makes it easier to order numbers from largest to smallest. The following table
orders the following list of numbers:
0.419, 0.88, 0.450, 6.4, 2.570
Whole#

Decimal

Tenths

Hundredths

Thousandths

6

.

4

0

0

2

.

5

7

0

0

.

8

8

0

0

.

4

5

0

0

.

4

1

9

Explanation:
The whole number 6 is larger than the whole number 2 so 6.4 is larger than 2.570
2 is the only other whole number so it comes second
Starting in the tenths column, 8 is larger than 4 so 0.88 is next
There are two number 4’s in the tenths column so the number in the hundredths column must be
used. 5 is larger than 1, therefore 0.450 is larger than 0.419
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Greater Than/Less Than Chart
The following chart identifies whether the number on the left is “Larger Than”, “Smaller Than”
or “Equal to” the number on the right

Example: Greater Than /Less Than /Equal to:
Greater than >
Less than <
Equal to =
0.406
Less than <
0.709
13.468

Less than <

13.58

0.987

Equal to =

0.9870

0.678

Greater than >

0.43

0.087

Greater than >

0.07

0.24

Equal to =

0.2400
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TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen or pencil

STEP ONE:
•

Find a partner

•

Work together to complete the table below

•

Enter the following list of electrode sizes from the largest to smallest
o It will help if you cross out the numbers as you place them in the chart

Electrode Size in Inches:
0.03
0.045
0.04
0.035
0.024
Whole #

Decimal Point
.
.
.
.
.
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Tenths

Hundredths

Thousandths
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STEP TWO:
•

Work with your partner

•

Complete the following chart
o Identify whether the electrode number on the left is “Larger Than”,
“Smaller Than” or “Equal to” the electrode number on the right
Greater than >
Less than <
Equal to =
2.4mm

2.40mm

3.2mm

2.7mm

.0240 inch

.035 inch

.045 inch

.0450 inch

2.4 mm

2.00 mm

STEP THREE:
•

Work as a group

•

Discuss your answers for all the steps in this task

•

Discuss examples of when you would use decimals in welding?

STEP FOUR:
If you need to use the smallest available electrode wire for a project, which wire
measurement would you select?
•

Circle the correct electrode wire measurement
o Your choices are measured in millimeters

1.0 mm

1.20 mm

.8 mm

1.6 mm

2.4 mm

3.2 mm
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.90 mm
2.7 mm

Mid Stage Task 7– Fractions to Decimals

FRACTIONS TO DECIMALS
Reading Text, Document Use, Numeracy, Oral Communication

A decimal is a dot in a number that looks like a period.
A decimal point separates whole numbers from numbers that are only a part of a whole number
(less than 1). Therefore, decimals allow you to write numbers that fall between two whole
numbers. For example, the number 3.6 is larger than 3, but smaller than 4.
Numbers to the left of the decimal increase in size as you move to the left. The numbers on the
right of the decimal decrease in size as you move to the right.

http://www.coolmath.com/decimals/01-decimals-place-value.html

In the image above you will notice that decimals show another way of writing a fraction. You
will also notice decimals are based on the unit 10. The word "Decimal" is actually Latin for “A
Tenth Part”.
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Fractions
A fraction is like a decimal because it identifies a part of a whole. A fraction is made up of a
numerator and a denominator.
Numerator: The top number of a fraction is called a numerator; it refers to the parts you do
have.
Denominator: The bottom number of a fraction is called a denominator; it refers to the number
of parts the whole is divided into. (It may help to think “D” for down)
For Example:
•

½ tells you that you have one part of something that has been divided into 2 parts

•

2/16 tells you that you have two parts of something that has been divided into 16
parts

Decimals to Fractions and Fractions to Decimals
As a welder you may need to move back and forth between fractions and decimals. This is
common if you are converting measurements from Imperial to SI (Metric).
For example: ½ inch to 0.5 inch to 12.7 millimetres to 1.27 centimetres.

Decimals to Fractions
As mentioned, a decimal has a denominator that is a power of 10. Therefore, if you are
converting a decimal to a fraction, you can use the number of digits to the right of the decimal
point to determine the number of zeros in the denominator. For example:
•

The decimal 0.576 can be written as 576/1000
o There are three digits after the decimal, therefore there needs to be three zeros
in the denominator
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Fractions to Decimals
There are two methods for changing a fraction to a decimal.

Description of Method One:
•

Convert the denominator to a power 10 number
o Find a number that you can multiply by the denominator to make a power 10
number (10, 100, 1000 etc.)
o For example: the denominator of 5 can be multiplied by 2 to make it 10

•

Multiply the numerator by the same number
o If you multiplied the denominator by 2 you must multiply the numerator by 2

•

Write down the numerator only

•

Count the number of zeros in the denominator

•

Place the decimal one place from the right for every zero in the bottom number,
adding zeros to the right of the decimal if necessary.
For example: 6/10 = 0.6

7/100 = 0.07

Formula: Fractions to Decimals
Convert ¾ inch to a decimal
4 x 25 = 100
o Denominator x 25 to reach a power of 10 number
3 x 25 = 75
o The numerator must also be x 25
75/100 inch
o New numerator, new dominator
0.75 inch
o Numerator written with two decimal points (to match the 2 zeros in
the denominator)
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Description of Method Two:
You can use this next method when you need to change any fraction to a decimal;
however this method is the only option if you have a denominator that can’t be multiplied
by another number to reach a power 10. 1/3 is a good example. It is not possible to
multiply three into a power of 10 number.
This method involves moving from a fraction to a decimal by dividing the numerator by
the denominator.
Formula:
1/3 inch
𝟏𝟏 ÷ 𝟑𝟑 = 𝟎𝟎. 𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑

o Numerator divided by the denominator

Note: In the following task you will find optional steps. These steps require you to convert
Imperial measurements to SI (Metric) measurements. Techniques for converting between
Imperial and SI measurements can be found in detail in the task called “Imperial to Metric.” If
you have not completed this task, please ask your instructor.
To help you complete these optional steps, you can also use a web based conversion site such as:
http://www.worldwidemetric.com/metcal.htm
You can also use the charts and formulas at the end of this task.
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Converting Fractions to Decimals
TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen/pencil
 ruler/tape measure
 a calculator and/or computer

Note: Round your answers to one decimal place.
STEP ONE:
•

You are asked to use steel that is 3/16 inch thick:
o Find 3/16 inch on your ruler
o Convert 3/16 inch to a decimal using one of the two methods in this task
____________ inch
Optional:
o Convert this decimal to millimetres (Inches to Millimetres)
________ millimetres

•

You are asked to “use a stickout between ¼ and 3/8 inch”:
o Find ¼ inch on your ruler
o Find 3/8 inch on your ruler
o Convert ¼ inch to a decimal using one of the two methods in this task
____________ inch
o Convert 3/8 inch to a decimal using one of the two methods in this task
____________ inch
Optional:
o Rewrite the stickout directions using millimetres (Inches to Millimetres)
Use a stickout between ________ millimetres and ________ millimetres
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•

You are asked to “create a weld with equal leg dimensions of 3/8 inch”:
o Find 3/8 on your ruler
o Convert 3/8 inch to a decimal using one of the two methods in this task
____________ inch
Optional
o Rewrite these instructions using millimetres (Inches to Millimetres)
Create a weld with equal leg dimensions of ________ millimetres

•

You are asked to “create a weld face that is 5/16 inch wide”:
o Find 5/16 inch on your ruler
o Convert 5/16 to a decimal using one of the two methods in this task
____________ inch
Optional
o Rewrite these instructions using millimetres (Inches to Millimetres)
Create a weld face that is ________ millimetres wide

•

You are asked to “use an electrode with a diameter of 1/16 inch”:
o Find 1/16 inch on your ruler
o Convert 1/16 to a decimal using one of the two methods in this task
____________ inch
Optional
o Rewrite these instructions using millimetres (Inches to Millimetres)
Use an electrode with a diameter of ________ millimetres wide

STEP TWO:
•

Work as a group

•

Discuss when you would need to convert fractions to methods in welding
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Formulas for Converting Between SI and Imperial:
When You Know
Multiply by:
To Find
Inches
25.4
Millimetres
Inches
2.54
Centimetres
Feet
30.48
Centimetres
Feet
0.30
Metres
Centimetres
Millimetres
Centimetres
Metres

0.39
0.039
0.03
3.3

Inches
Inches
Feet
Feet

Imperial and SI (Metric) Reference Chart:
Imperial

Metric

Inches
1/16"

Decimal
0.062

Centimetres
0.157

Millimetres
1.575

2/16 = 1/8"

0.125

0.318

3.175

3/16"

0.187

0.475

4.750

4/16 = 1/4"

0.250

0.635

6.350

5/16"

0.312

0.792

7.925

6/16 = 3/8"

0.375

0.953

9.525

7/16"

0.437

1.110

11.100

8/16 = 1/2"

0.500

1.270

12.700

9/16"

0.562

1.427

14.275

10/16 = 5/8"

0.625

1.588

15.875

11/16"

0.687

1.745

17.450

12/16 = 3/4"

0.750

1.905

19.050

13/16"

0.812

2.062

20.625

14/16 = 7/8"

0.875

2.223

22.225

15/16"

0.937

2.380

23.800

16/16 = 1"

1.000

2.540

25.400
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Mid Stage Task 8– Geometry

GEOMETRY
Reading Text, Document Use, Numeracy

Welders need to recognize, draw, measure and create angles.
For example, in this course you may be asked to:
•

hold your torch on a 45° angle as you weld

•

maintain a 90° angle as you weld a T-joint or a corner
joint

Before you complete this task there are a few definitions that
are important to know.
Angle: An angle can be described as two non-parallel lines

Geometry: the
branch of
mathematics that is
concerned with the
properties and
relationships of
points, lines, angles,
curves, surfaces, and
solids.

having the same endpoint. Or an angle can be described as a
shape that is formed by two lines diverging from a common
point.
Angles are measured counterclockwise starting at 3:00 on a circle. You will see in the image
below that three o’clock is a straight line marked as zero.
Degree: This is the unit used when you are measuring an angle. The number of degrees tells
you how wide open the angle is. The measurement can be written as the word “degrees” or by
using the symbol “°”. For example: 90 degrees or 90°.
•

A circle is divided into 360 degrees (360°)

•

Half a circle is 180 degrees (180° x 2 = 360°)

•

A quarter of the circle is 90 degrees (4 x 90° = 360°)
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Acute Angle: Any angle between 0 and 90 degrees. For example, a 45 degree angle is an acute
angle.
Obtuse Angle: Any angle between 90 and 180 degrees. For example: a
135 degree angle is an obtuse angle.
Right Angle: Any angle that forms an internal angle that measures 90°.
As mentioned, a 90 degree angle is ¼ of the 360 degrees that makes up a
circle, or ¼ of the way around a circle.
The small box on the inside of these right angle diagrams is the symbol
used to identify a 90° angle. A 90° angle can be in any position.

A square is made up of four right angles and four equal sides.



A rectangle is also made up of four right angles; however the sides are not all the same length.

Measuring Tools
A welder uses tools to measure angles including weld gauges, angle gauges, fillet measuring
tools, angle finders and protractors. A protractor is a circular or semicircular tool for measuring
an angle or a circle.

Protractor
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TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen or pencil
 protractor

STEP ONE:
•

Review the following images
o These are examples of three different types of weld joints

•

Draw the symbol for a right angle wherever you see a right angle
o The symbol:

Tack Weld: a small
temporary weld
made to hold the
pieces together so
they don’t move
when they are being
permanently welded.

Note: When you are welding these joints it is necessary to maintain the 90° angle. Tack
welding the base metal in place is a good option. It is also a good idea to measure the angle
more than once.
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STEP TWO:
•

In your welding instructions, you are asked to use a travel angle of 30 degrees as you
weld. Draw a 30° angle.

•

In your welding instructions, you are asked to use a 45 degree travel angle as you
weld. Draw a 45° angle.

•

In your welding instructions, you are asked to use a 20 degree travel angle as you
weld. Draw a 20° angle

•

In your welding instructions, you are asked to use a 10 degree travel angle as you
weld. Draw a 10° angle.
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Right Triangle
Triangle: A two-dimensional geometric figure. It has three sides and three angles.
There are many types of triangles, but for now we want to focus on the right triangle.
Right Triangle: Two sides of this triangle meet to form
a 90 degree angle (a right angle).
Hypotenuse: The hypotenuse is a term used to describe
the longest line in a right angle triangle. The hypotenuse
is always opposite the right angle. The other two sides
are called legs.

Trigonometry: a
branch of mathematics
dealing with
properties of triangles
and their applications.
In any triangle, the
total of all three angles
equals 180 degrees.

Note: The hypotenuse will always be the longest line in
any right angle triangle, regardless of the shape of the
triangle.
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To learn more about
triangles, you may
want to use an
internet search engine
to search triangles.
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Creating Right Triangles
TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen or pencil
 ruler

STEP ONE:
Use the right angle on this page:
•

Write “A” on the vertical line and a “B” under the horizontal line

•

Create a triangle using a ruler and pencil to draw a line between the outside ends of
the two existing lines

•

Mark this new line you have drawn as “C”
o You now have a right triangle
o The lines “A” and “B” make up the “legs” of this triangle
o “C” is called a hypotenuse – it will
be longer than “A” and “B”
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STEP TWO:
Using the triangle you just created:
•

Place your finger on the symbol for the right angle
o The small square on the inside of the triangle

•

Move your finger across to the line you drew
o You will be pointing at the line marked “C” – the hypotenuse
o The hypotenuse is always opposite the right angle as well as being the longest
line

STEP THREE:
On the following two right angles:
•

Draw the symbol for a right angle on both of these angles

•

Write “A” on the vertical lines and “B” under the horizontal lines

•

Create a triangle using a ruler and pencil to draw a line between the outside ends of
the two existing lines

•

Mark this new line you have drawn as “C” – the hypotenuse
o You now have two right triangles
o The lines “A” and “B” make up the “legs” of this triangle
o “C” is called a hypotenuse – it will be longer than “A” and “B”
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Pythagorean Theorem
In welding it is important to know the Pythagorean Theorem. It can help you determine the
length of one side of a triangle when you only know the other two. It will also help you measure
angles in your work.
Pythagorean Theorem: In any right triangle, the area of the square whose side is the
hypotenuse (the side opposite the right angle) is equal to the sum of the areas of the squares
whose sides are the two legs (the two sides that meet at a right angle).
Or:
a2 + b2 = c2
“a” and “b” = the legs
“c” = the hypotenuse

Explained:
If you were to draw three squares out from an existing triangle:
•

using one leg of the triangle as part of the first square (“a” in the
example to the side)

•

using the other leg of the triangle as part of the second square
(“b” in the example to the side)

•

using the hypotenuse (“c” in the example) for the third square

Looking at this diagram, would it be reasonable to say that if you were to combine the area of the
square “a” and the area of the square “b” you would have a square the same size as the area of
the square “c”?
Answer - Yes
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The sum of the squares using the two legs is equal to the square
that uses the hypotenuse. If you add the area of the first square,
“a” and the area of the second square, “b” together it will total
the area of square “c”. Therefore, the area of the square that uses
the hypotenuse as a line is equal to the sum of the area of the
squares that use the legs as a line.
Formula:
(a x a) + (b x b) = (c x c) or
a2 + b2 = c2

Note: The hypotenuse is not always “c” in an equation.

Squared: When a number is squared it means that the number is
multiplied by itself. For example 52 = (5 x 5).

For more
information about
the Pythagorean
Theorem you can
search the interent
or you can visit the
following webistes
for video
descriptions:
http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=0HYH
G3fuzvk
http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=ku4rE
wRxZOc&feature=f
vw

Square Root: The square root of a number is a value that can be
multiplied by itself to give you the original number. The symbol for square root:
100
10 x 10 = 100
Therefore, 10 is the square root of 100.

The easiest way to find the square root is by using the function button on your calculator or you
can use a square root calculator available on the web.
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Formulas
Formula: Finding the length of the hypotenuse
If you know that one of the legs of a right angle triangle is 3 inches long and the other is
4 inches long, how long is the hypotenuse?
𝒂𝒂𝟐𝟐 + 𝒃𝒃𝟐𝟐 = 𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐
𝟑𝟑𝟐𝟐 + 𝟒𝟒𝟐𝟐 = 𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐
𝟗𝟗 + 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 = 𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐
𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐 = 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

Finding the square root of 25
(5 x 5 = 25)
Therefore c = 5 inches

Formula: Finding the length of a leg
If you know the hypotenuse is 13 inches and one leg is 5 inches, how long is the second
leg?
𝒂𝒂𝟐𝟐 + 𝒃𝒃𝟐𝟐 = 𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐

𝟓𝟓𝟐𝟐 + 𝒃𝒃𝟐𝟐 = 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 + 𝒃𝒃𝟐𝟐 = 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏

𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 − 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 = 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
𝒃𝒃𝟐𝟐 = 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏

Finding the square root of 144
(12 x 12 = 144)
Therefore, “b” = 12 inches
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Finding Missing Information
TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen or pencil
 calculator

STEP ONE:
•

Assess the image below

•

Find the triangle

•

Mark the right angle of the triangle, using the right angle symbol

•

Circle the letter that represents the hypotenuse

STEP TWO
•

Identify the type of triangle this is
o ___________________________

•

Record the formula you would use to find the length of the hypotenuse “c” if you
know that a = 3 and b = 4
o ____________________________
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STEP THREE:
•

Calculate the length of the hypotenuse if you know that one of the legs of a right
triangle is 6 inches long and the other is 8 inches long.
o a2 + b2 = c2

•

Calculate the length of the leg of a right triangle if one leg is 10 inches long and the
hypotenuse is 26 inches long?
o a2 + b2 = c2

STEP FOUR
In the image of the fillet weld:
•

Draw a line from the toe to toe to create a triangle

•

Mark the right angle with the symbol

•

Mark the legs “a” and “b” and mark the hypotenuse “c” on the diagram

•

Calculate the length of the face of the weld “c” if both legs are 0.38 inch

Note: Round your response to two decimal places
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STEP FIVE
•

Discuss your answers as a group

•

Discuss other situations where you would
use geometry in welding
To learn more about angles:
http://www.hittingthetarget.com/

This site teaches angles based
on sports so in addition to
learning about angles, you
can improve your pool game.
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CALCULATING AREA
Reading Text, Document Use, Numeracy, Oral Communication

Before you complete this task there are a few definitions that are
important to know.
Area: The part of a surface enclosed within a
boundary. Area is measured in "square"
units. The area of a figure is the number of
squares required to cover it completely.
Square Inch: A unit that identifies area. As you know all four

Only multiply like units.
For example, (inches x
inches) and (feet x feet).
Geometry: a branch of
math that studies area,
distance, volume, shapes
and lines.

sides of a square are equal; in this case they will all be one inch
long. If a surface you are measuring is 12 square inches, you
will be able to place 12 one inch squares inside the area.
If this measurement was in square feet, each side of the square
will be 1 foot long.

Additional Resources:
http://www.ehow.com/vide
o_4991177_measuresquare-footage.html
http://www.coolmath.com/
reference/areas.html
http://www.math.com/table
s/geometry/areas.htm

Reading Formulas:
If you see “ab” read “a” multiplied by “b” or (a x b)
For example: ab
if (a= 𝟔𝟔) and (b = 𝟕𝟕)
𝟔𝟔 × 𝟕𝟕 = 𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒

If you see “a 2” read “a” multiplied by “a” or (a x a)
For example: a 2
if (a = 𝟔𝟔)

𝟔𝟔 × 𝟔𝟔 = 𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑
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Formulas to Calcualte Area - Squares or Rectangles
To calculate the area of a square or rectangle, use the formula:
•

Length x Width

Example Calculation: Area of a Rectangle
•

ab
o “a” and “b” must represent two of the lines that form one of the right angles in the
rectangle (length and width)

•

a = 12 inches

•

b = 15 inches

•

12 inches x 15 inches = 180 square inches

a = width 12 inches
b = length 15 inches

Example Calculation: Area of a Square
•

ab
o “a” and “b” must represent two of the lines that form one of the right angles in the
square (length and width)

•

a = 12 inches

•

b = 12 inches

•

12 inches x 12 inches = 144 square inches

a = width 12 inches
•

b = length 12 inches

Note: Each side of a square will be the same length; therefore you can also calculate the
area of a square by using the formula a2, in this case 12 x 12.
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Formula to Calcualte Area of a Circle
Radius: Half the diameter of the circle (diameter ÷ 2)
or Pi: represents the ratio of the circumference of a
circle to the diameter of the circle.
Formula to calculate the area of a circle:
r2
3.14 x (radius x radius)

or Pi: Represents the
ratio of the circumference
of a circle to the diameter
of the circle. Pi = 3.1416
rounded to 3.14
Circumference: The
distance around the circle.
Formula =

Example Calculation: Area of a Circle
Calculate the radius of a circle, if the diameter is 24
centimeters
radius = 24 centimeters ÷ 2
r = 12 centimeters
Calculate the area of the circle if the radius is 12
centimeters
Area is

r2
= 3.14

3.14 x (radius 2)
3.14 x (12 cm2 )
3.14 x (12 cm x 12 cm)
3.14 x 144 cm = 452.16 square centimeters

Images: http://www.mathgoodies.com/lessons/vol2/circle_area.html
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x diameter

Diameter: The straight
line distance across the
centre of the circle.
Formula: radius x 2
Radius: Half the diameter
of the circle. Formula:
diameter ÷ 2
Radius Squared: Multiply
the radius by itself.
Formula: r x r
Calculate Area of a Circle:
r2
Formula: 3.14 x radius x
radius.

Mid Stage Task 9– Calculating Area

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen or pencil
 calculator

STEP ONE:
•

Calculate the area of a square piece of metal if one side measures 10 centimeters

•

Calculate the area of a rectangular piece of metal if it is 15 millimeters long and 10
millimeters wide

STEP TWO:
•

Calculate the area of a circle when you know that the radius is 9 centimeters

•

Calculate the area of the circle when you know that the diameter of circle is 12 inches

STEP THREE:
•

Discuss your answers as a group
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WELD TYPES
Document Use, Numeracy

Note: An “Imperial and SI (Metric) Reference Chart” is available at the end of this task to
help you with these calculations. You can also use a conversion website such as:
http://www.worldwidemetric.com/metcal.htm

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 a pen or pencil
STEP ONE: Use the image of the fillet weld:
•

Circle the toe of the weld
o There may be more than one

•

Place an x at the root of the weld

•

Shade in the base metal

•

Find the face of the weld
o If the face measures ½ inch, record the length in millimeters on the image

•

Find and mark the leg of this weld
o If the leg is 3/8 of an inch, record the length in millimeters on the image

•

What does the shaded area represent? (not the area you shaded)

Fillet Weld:
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STEP TWO: Use the image of the groove weld:
•

Circle the toe of the weld
o There may be more than one

•

Place an x at the root of the weld
o There may be more than one

•

Shade in the base metal

•

Find the face of the weld
o If the face measures ¾ inch, record the length in millimeters on the image

•

Find the leg of this weld
o If the leg measures 4/8 of an inch, record the length in millimeters on the
image

•

What does the shaded area represent? (not the area you shaded)

Groove Weld
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Imperial and SI (Metric) Reference Chart:
Imperial

Metric

Inches
1/16"

Decimal
0.062

Centimetres
0.157

Millimetres
1.575

2/16 = 1/8"

0.125

0.318

3.175

3/16"

0.187

0.475

4.750

4/16 = 1/4"

0.250

0.635

6.350

5/16"

0.312

0.792

7.925

6/16 = 3/8"

0.375

0.953

9.525

7/16"

0.437

1.110

11.100

8/16 = 1/2"

0.500

1.270

12.700

9/16"

0.562

1.427

14.275

10/16 = 5/8"

0.625

1.588

15.875

11/16"

0.687

1.745

17.450

12/16 = 3/4"

0.750

1.905

19.050

13/16"

0.812

2.062

20.625

14/16 = 7/8"

0.875

2.223

22.225

15/16"

0.937

2.380

23.800

16/16 = 1"

1.000

2.540

25.400
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PRICING ITEMS
Reading Text, Document Use, Oral Communication, Computer Use
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Critical Thinking, Finding Information

You are working for an employer who has asked you to
buy a new MIG welder. You have been given a budget
of $3,000. You need to research and present them with
three options and include your recommendation.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 computer with internet access
 pen/pencil

STEP ONE:
•

Brainstorming: a
technique where all ideas
are listed before you
move on to the critical
thinking and decision
making stages. Each
member of the group
shares their ideas. No
idea is discussed or
disregarded. It is usually
done in a group but can
be done independently.

Work as a group
o You will need to work with your instructor

•

Brainstorm a list of methods you would use to search for new MIG welders

STEP TWO:
•

Find the information you need to complete the “Pricing Chart”
o For this task, you will want to use the internet unless you have other
product/pricing information available
o Identify at least three different MIG Welders

•



Check that the prices are in Canadian dollars



Check that the product is available in Canada



Check the shipping fees, if the product is not available locally

Identify the MIG Welder you would recommend to your employer
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PRICING CHART
MIG Welder #1:
Product Description

Company

Reviews

Price

MIG Welder #2:
Product Description

Company

Reviews

Price

MIG Welder #3:
Product Description

Company

Reviews

Price
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TECHNICAL SKILLS
Reading Text, Document Use, Oral Communication, Numeracy, Writing
Thinking Skills: Critical Thinking

Employers and supervisors will often ask their employees to rate their own skills and skill
improvement as part of their yearly evaluations. The ratings are done to show improvement and
help identify areas that still need to be developed. This task gives you an opportunity to rate
your own skill development in this course.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 pen/pencil

STEP ONE:
•

Read the list of technical skills on the left side of the “Technical Skills” chart
available on the following page
o Add any missing skills in the blank space provided

•

Rate each skill based on an estimate of your skill level at the start of this welding
course

•

Rate your current skill level now that you have almost completed this welding course

•

Compare the two scores for each of the skills listed
o Did your skills improve?

STEP TWO:
•

Work as a group
o Brainstorm jobs that may require these same skills - Auto Body Repair Person

•

Use the final column on the chart to record the job titles the group identifies
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TECHNICAL SKILLS
Rating your Technical Skills
1 = Low and 5 = High
Skill

Starting Skill

Current Skill

Setting up and using a
MIG Welder

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Completing horizontal
and/or vertical welds

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Using tools (grinders etc)

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Measuring using a ruler
and/or tape measure

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Converting from Imperial
to Metric (SI)

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Recognizing angles

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Calculating area

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Motor Coordination /
Manual Dexterity

Jobs Using the Same Skill

Using Products Safely

1 = low and 5 = high
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ESSENTIAL SKILLS IDENTIFICATION
Document Use, Oral Communication, Writing
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Critical Thinking, Significant Use of Memory

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 pen/pencil
STEP ONE:
•

Work with your group to complete the “Essential Skills Identification” sections
o You will be assigned to either Group 1 or Group 2
o Your group will be assigned one of the two sections that follow this task

STEP TWO:
•

List 1- 4 examples of the Essential Skills you have demonstrated in this course for
each of the Essential Skills categories in your assigned section
o Record your groups responses on your copy
o Complete this exercise without looking back in your notes

•

Find a volunteer to present the group findings

STEP THREE:
•

Have the presenter report your groups responses
o When the other group is presenting, record their results on your sheet

STEP FOUR:
If you have completed the “Essential Skills Checklist” at the end of each class:
•

Work independently

•

Read over your checklist as a review of the skills you have developed
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ESSENTIAL SKILLS IDENTIFICATION - GROUP 1
Reading Text
Reading materials in the form of sentences or paragraphs

Document Use
Tasks that involve a variety of information displays in which words, numbers, symbols and other visual
characteristics (e.g. lines, colours or shapes) are given meaning by their spatial arrangements (including charts)

Numeracy
Using numbers and thinking in quantitative terms to complete tasks

Writing
Writing text and writing in documents, such as filling in forms, and non-paper-based writing such as typing on a
computer

Oral Communication
Using speech to give and exchange thoughts and information

Working with Others
Employees working with others to carry out their tasks
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ESSENTIAL SKILLS IDENTIFICATION - GROUP 2
Thinking Skills
Problem Solving
addressing problems that require solutions

Decision Making
deciding between options

Critical Thinking
assessing, evaluating ideas or information to reach a rational judgment of value

Job Task Planning and Organizing
planning and organizing tasks

Significant Use of Memory
memorization of procedures, codes, numbers, remembering information, learning from an experience

Finding Information
using text, people, databases or systems to find information

Continuous Learning
Workers participating in an ongoing process of acquiring skills and knowledge

Computer Use
Using different kinds of computer applications and other related technical tools
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TOP THREE ESSENTIAL SKILLS
Document Use, Oral Communication
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Critical Thinking

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 pen/pencil

STEP ONE:
•

Work independently

•

Review the nine Essential Skills in the list

The top two Essential
Skills identified in the
Welder Profile are
Document Use and
Numeracy.

below
•

Circle the top three Essential Skills you think
someone would need to be successful as a welder/welding artist

Nine Essential Skills:
Reading

Writing

Continuous Learning

Document Use

Oral Communication

Computer Skills

Numeracy

Working with Others

Thinking Skills
Problem Solving, Decision Making, Critical Thinking, Job Task Planning and
Organizing, Significant Use of Memory, Finding Information
STEP TWO:
•

Present your choices for the top three Essential Skills in welding

•

Discuss with the group
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CAREER RESEARCH ASSIGNMENT
Reading Text, Document Use, Writing, Oral Communication, Computer Use
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Critical Thinking, Finding Information

In this task you will:
•

research a website to learn more about welding as a career

•

research a website to learn more about apprenticeships and trades

•

research a website to learn more about a career you are interested in

This assignment is to be done independently; however, your instructor is always available to
help. You can work on this task at home or in class.

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 pen/pencil or
 computer
 printer and paper

STEP ONE:
•

Talk with your instructor to arrange a time to present to the class

•

Work independently

•

Visit the sites listed at the end of this task or search for other apprenticeship, trade or
career related sites

•

Bookmark the sites you want to use to complete this task or write down the URL’s

•

Have a pen and paper available to record your notes
o There is space provided in this task for notes
o You can also use a computer and printer to type and print the notes for your
presentation
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•

Record at least one thing you found interesting when you researched:
o Welding
o Apprenticeships and trades
o A career you are interested in

STEP TWO: In Class Presentation
•

Present the websites you searched

•

Present information you found interesting about each of the topics you researched

•

Present your plan for further research

Notes:
o Welding

o Apprenticeships and trades

o Your career research
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WEBSITES
Welding
http://www.jobfutures.ca/noc/7265.shtml

Welding
http://www.ilc.org/cfmx/CM/Careers/cm_career_bottom.cfm?career_id=256

Canadian Welding Bureau
http://www.cwbgroup.org/

Welding as a Career
http://ontariojobfutures.ca/profile7265.html

Canadian Welding Association
http://www.cwa-acs.org/

Welding Canada
http://www.weldingcanadamag.com/eflpgg/welding/pid29644/D114713/C2609

Canadian Manufacturing
http://www.canadianmanufacturing.com/canadianmetalworking/

Red Seal program
http://www.red-seal.ca/tr.1d.2@-eng.jsp?tid=250

Essential Skills Web Site
http://srv108.services.gc.ca/english/general/home_e.shtml

Service Canada Career Exploration
http://www.jobsetc.gc.ca/categories.jsp?category_id=12&lang=e
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Service Canada Apprenticeship Page of Links – select one of the links
http://142.236.54.114/eng/on/lmi/eaid/occinfo/apprent.shtml

National Occupational Classifications (NOC)
http://www5.hrsdc.gc.ca/NOC/English/NOC/2006/OccupationIndex.aspx

Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities (MTCU) - Pathway to Apprenticeship
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/training/apprenticeship/appren.html

Apprenticeship Search Ontario
http://www.apprenticesearch.com/default.asp

Trends in Apprenticeship in Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/81-004-x/2006002/9250-eng.htm

Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities (MTCU) - What is an Apprenticeship?
http://www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/workplaceskills/trades_apprenticeship/index.shtml -

Canadian Apprenticeship Forum
http://www.caf-fca.org/en/
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FINDING INFORMATION
Reading Text, Document Use, Oral Communication, Writing
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Finding Information

For this task, assume that you have finished this welding course.
You would like to continue developing your skills in welding and welding art; however you
don’t have a home workshop. Where would you start looking for possible options? What steps
could you to take to find out more about your options?

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 pen/pencil/highlighter

STEP ONE:
•

Work as a group

•

Brainstorm a list of places you could look to learn about the options available
o E.g. you could look in the yellow pages

List at least four other research options:

a.
b.
c.
d.
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STEP TWO:
•

Work as a group

•

Brainstorm a list of some options you could consider
o For example, you could sign up for another welding course

List at least two additional options:

a.
b.
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BUILDING YOUR RÉSUMÉ
Document Use, Oral Communication, Writing
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Critical Thinking

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 pen/pencil/highlighter

the following pages

Note: We are not
assuming that you will
want to be a Welder or
that this course will
prepare you to work as
one.

Circle or highlight any word or skill you

Essential Skills Website:

could now add to your résumé

http://srv108.services.gc.ca/e
nglish/general/home_e.shtml

STEP ONE:
•

•

Scan the Occupational Profile for Welder on

o This may include a portion of a skill
listed
STEP TWO: Complete only if you used the “Essential Skills Checklist”
•

Review the individual “Essential Skills Checklist” you completed at the end of each
class

•

Highlight or circle any skill you could now add to your résumé

STEP THREE:
•

Use the information you selected in Step One and Two to write a line that you could
include on your résumé
o If you have time, continue writing points you could include on your résumé
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STEP FOUR:
•

Work as a group

•

Present what you have written

•

Discuss any other skills you may consider adding to your résumé
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The following information has been gathered from the Essential Skills Profile for Welders found at the Human
Resources and Skills Development Canada website: http://srv108.services.gc.ca/english/profiles/215.shtml. This
site has the full, detailed Welder profile as well as many other occupational profiles.

WELDERS - NOC 7265
Top Two Essential Skills: Document Use and Numeracy
INTRODUCTION
Welders operate welding equipment to weld ferrous and non-ferrous metals. This unit group also
includes machine operators who operate previously set up production welding, brazing and
soldering equipment. They are employed by companies that manufacture structural steel and
platework, boilers, heavy machinery, aircraft and ships and other metal products, and by welding
contractors and welding shops, or they may be self-employed.

READING TEXT
•

Read the relevant section of company policies to understand the procedure for requesting
time off.

•

Read WHMIS materials to find out how to handle hazardous materials such as gas.

•

Read equipment and safety manuals that describe safe operating procedures, e.g., how to
operate hand-held grinders.

•

Read posted memos about safety concerns in the workplace.

•

Read safe work permits to learn the safety guidelines and operational procedures for a
job. The permit also provides a general description of the job and specifies what must be
done before the worker can start welding in order to make the work site safe

•

Read codes and specifications, for example, Canadian Standards Association (CSA) W59
and, American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section IX, to prepare for
welding projects.

•

Read detailed welding procedures specifications developed by governing bodies, namely
the ASME, and the Canadian Welding Bureau (CWB). Welders must follow the
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procedures exactly as specified, for instance, use the correct rod type, weld to the
specified thickness, use the recommended gas.

DOCUMENT USE
•

Use checklists to learn and follow proper work procedures and safety guidelines, e.g.,
follow instructions about how to properly rig a load so that it is secure and will not fall
when in transport.

•

Observe signs in the workplace that communicate safety information such as signs
showing where there are high noise levels. This information serves as a reminder to
workers about the need for hearing protection.

•

Observe colours of pipes and lines in the workplace that indicate their contents, such as
type of gas.

•

Observe the tag on each work project to identify its status, for example, welding
complete, welding repair, and priority.

•

Track the progress of projects on route travellers or drawings by checking off listed tasks
as they are completed.

•

Identify the capacity of rigging by referring to the markings (e.g., stamp, metal plate, tag)
on the equipment.

•

Compare colour coding on metals to a colour code chart in order to identify its grade and
alloy.

•

Fill in invoice forms or reports for employers showing tasks completed, materials used,
the hours worked and how much to charge customers.

•

Read posted memos about safety concerns in the workplace.

•

Complete time sheets or a daily log, recording information such as the job number, the
blueprint number, the weld identification numbers from the blueprint, welding procedures
used and the time completed.

•

May read maps to locate a new work site. An oil company will often provide a map
showing company roads in remote locations.
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•

May observe digital photos of other projects on a computer screen to review the layout
and welding procedure with the supervisor. They discuss with the supervisor how the
layout and welding procedure of these projects could be altered to suit the needs of a
current project.

•

Review notes on blueprints and/or welding procedures specifications (WPS) to review
messages from the engineering department about materials and procedures.

•

Interpret and continually refer to diagrams and tables on blueprints, which may be up to 8
pages long, to determine material requirements and measurements; the type, size, location
and starting position of welds; the welding process (e.g., flux core); and other engineering
requirements. Much of this information is communicated via symbols and numbers

•

Complete forms by marking check boxes, recording numerical information or entering
words, phrases, sentences or text of a paragraph or more.

•

Read tables, schedules or other table-like text (e.g., read work shift schedules).

•

Enter information on tables, schedules or other table-like text.

•

Obtain specific information from graphs or charts.

•

Recognize common angles such as 15, 30, 45 and 90 degrees.

•

Draw, sketch or form common shapes such as circles, triangles, spheres, rectangles,
squares.

•

Interpret scale drawings (e.g. blueprints or maps).

•

Take measurements from scale drawings.

•

Draw to scale.

•

Read schematic drawings (e.g. electrical schematics).

•

Obtain information from sketches, pictures or icons (e.g., computer toolbars).

WRITING
•

Fill in invoice forms or reports for employers with tasks completed, materials used, the
hours worked and how much to charge customers.
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•

Record any changes made to the specified parameters on the work sheet, e.g., different
wire speed.

•

Complete time sheets or a daily log, noting information such as the job number, the
blueprint number, weld identification numbers from the blueprint, welding procedure and
time completed.

•

Complete accident and incident reports for the Workers’ Safety and Insurance Board
(WSIB).

•

May write safety guidelines for operating company equipment

ORAL COMMUNICATION
•

Give directions to truck drivers picking up and dropping off material.

•

Communicate with tool room staff to ask for tools, supplies and personal protective
equipment.

•

Ask co-workers, for example an apprentice, other journeyperson welder, a pipefitter, or a
millwright for assistance with a task such as lifting or to provide information.

•

Communicate with a partner about the size and fit of the pieces, and compare
measurements and calculations when building a structure.

•

Contribute ideas about tasks and safety issues at production meetings.

•

Discuss work assignments with the supervisor to understand expectations.

•

May give informal presentations to students or to customer groups, if requested by
management, to explain the set up of the operation and describe the projects taking place.

•

Coach apprentices by demonstrating and explaining the use of equipment such as drill
presses, brake boards, cranes, and drill punch machinery.

•

May explain welding designs to customers to help understand why structures were built
in a certain way and appreciate the quality of the work.
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•

Give directions to truck drivers picking up and dropping off material.

•

Communicate with tool room staff to ask for tools, supplies and personal protective
equipment.

•

Ask co-workers, for example an apprentice, other journeyperson welder, a pipefitter, or a
millwright for assistance with a task such as lifting or to provide information.

•

Communicate with a partner about the size and fit of the pieces, and compare
measurements and calculations when building a structure.

•

Contribute ideas about tasks and safety issues at production meetings.

•

Discuss work assignments with the supervisor to understand expectations.

•

May give informal presentations to students or to customer groups, if requested by
management, to explain the set up of the operation and describe the projects taking place.

•

Coach apprentices by demonstrating and explaining the use of equipment such as drill
presses, brake boards, cranes, and drill punch machinery.

•

May explain welding designs to customers to help understand why structures were built
in a certain way and appreciate the quality of the work

NUMERACY
•

May prepare invoices for clients noting the cost per unit (e.g., $50/hour) and then
multiplying the cost of each unit by the number of units provided to calculate the charge
for materials and labour. (Money Math)

•

Measure degrees of angles by using a level with a digital readout. (Measurement and
Calculation Math)

•

Add various combinations of a structure's pieces prior to ordering materials for a project
in order to avoid ordering excess amounts. For example, calculate how to get the
maximum number of pieces out of a 60' length of pipe. (Measurement and Calculation
Math)
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•

Measure pieces for structures using International System of Units (SI) to the Imperial
measurement system; and convert measurements from both systems. (Measurement and
Calculation Math)

•

Calculate the dimensions of structural members (e.g., pipe, steel) in cases where
allowance has to be made for fittings. The "take off" and "make up" dimensions have to
be added to and subtracted from the overall dimension to arrive at the length of structural
piece needed. (Measurement and Calculation Math)

•

Calculate the volume, diameter and circumference of tanks when fabricating pieces for
them. (Measurement and Calculation Math)

•

Take measurements of elevations using a builder's level and tape measure during
construction to ensure that components (e.g., piping) are level. (Measurement and
Calculation Math)

•

Calculate "offsets". They use trigonometric constants to determine the length of the
hypotenuse. For instance, to calculate the length of a pipe that goes on a 45 degree angle
for a horizontal distance of 2 feet, multiply 2 feet by the constant 1.414 to determine the
diagonal distance. (Measurement and Calculation Math)

•

Check bills or requisitions to ensure the amount of materials is accurate. (Data Analysis
Math)

•

Estimate the quantity of consumables, such as welding rods or wire, required to complete
a job based on the volume of welding to be done (Numerical Estimation)

•

Estimate the weight of a load for rigging by considering its size and density. (Numerical
Estimation)

•

May estimate the cost of work by considering the amount of materials and labour
required and their price per unit. The complexity of the estimation is influenced by
factors such as ease of access to the weld locations, the types of materials, and the
welding process used. (Numerical Estimation)

Number Concept Examples:
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•

Counting passes on cap welds to ensure the number of passes meets specifications,
reading the number of pieces of a specific dimension and grade on a blueprint, observing
readings on pressure and temperature gauges.

•

Reading distances on blueprints such as - 1 means to place the item one inch back from
the reference point.

•

Reading and working with Imperial measurements, e.g., welding rods are available in a
variety of sizes such as 3/32, 1/8, ¼; reading the spacing requirements between welds on
structures; determining the spacing between welds when fabricating a handrail.

•

Estimating the percentage of the job that has been completed

•

Using square roots when fabricating stairs to calculate the length of the hypotenuse, using
powers to express the volume of tanks.

•

Convert measurements taken in decimals (e.g., thousandths of an inch) to common
fractions in order to select the appropriate size of tool, e.g., shims, drill bits.

•

Using Pythagorean Theorem to determine the length of one side of a triangle, calculating
the correct angles for rigging loads.

•

Use a rate showing comparison between two quantities with different units.

•

Using a rate when adjusting the flow setting on a regulator to the appropriate litres per
minute, using a ratio when expressing the slope of a structure with rise to run.

•

Converting inches to millimetres or litres to gallons when fabricating a structure.

•

Calculating the volume, circumference and diameter when building tanks, calculating the
radius and circumference of pipes.

•

Calculating angles for slings when rigging, measuring the distance between opposite
corners on a square to ensure it is perfectly square, calculating the length of one side of a
triangle.

•

Recognizing common angles. Drawing, sketching and forming common forms and
figures.
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THINKING SKILLS
Problem Solving
•

Receive blueprints with measurements that do not add up. Welders report the discrepancy
to the supervisor, draftsperson or engineer. This may result in the job being placed on
hold until the discrepancies have been studied and reconciled.

•

Have to take projects apart when an incorrectly sized piece (e.g., flange) has been
inserted. The piece may need to be cut out and sent back to the manufacturer for recutting.

•

Follow procedures that are inaccurate, resulting in a structure's pieces not fitting together
properly. If it is a minor problem, the welder works with the supervisor to decide on a
solution.

•

Have to work in difficult conditions such as bad weather or awkward locations, in
particular welding above the head and at the bottom or back of a structure. In order to
complete the work expected by the client or supervisor, welders need to generate unique
solutions depending on the situation and structure such as organizing suitable protection.

•

Solve problems with distortion caused by unequal expansion and contraction of materials
during the welding process. Welders must decide how to address the weld sequence to
minimize distortion by considering factors such as heat input, the configuration of the
structure, and the type of material being used.

Decision Making
•

Decide on the best location to place rigging equipment when preparing a load for
transportation.

•

Upon receiving a work assignment, decide whether they have enough information to start
the task immediately or whether they need to gather more information first.

•

Decide on the most efficient use of materials during construction to minimize waste.
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•

May decide on the best way to approach a job in consultation with supervisor and any
work partners, such as the best way to construct a piping system at a gas plant.

•

Decide when and how to control the temperature during the welding process to avoid
metallurgical problems, in particular cracking. The knowledge needed to make these
decisions is acquired through training and by observing and remembering the
performance of metals during previous welds.

Critical Thinking
•

Not available for this profile

Job Task Planning and Organizing
•

Generally, welders are assigned work by their supervisor who informs them of the
priority of tasks. There is frequent resetting of priorities by the supervisor. For example,
it is common for a welder to be called away from one project to work on another.

•

Welders are responsible for organizing their work and setting up the work area properly.
They must gather materials and equipment required for the procedure and set up the
equipment following established steps.

•

Although approximately 80% of welders' work is done independently, they need to
coordinate their work with others, including apprentice welders, fitters and other trades
people. In a plant or shop setting, welders must share equipment such as cranes, saws and
grinders with co-workers. If the equipment is not available when desired, the welder
needs to work on alternative tasks until the equipment is available.

Finding Information
•

Receive clarification about work assignments, such as procedures and material to be
used, by asking supervisors.

•

Identify the type of electrode by looking at the specifications printed on its side or
packaging.
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•

Look up specifications for welding procedures on data sheets developed by the
engineering department. These specifications are based on code.

•

Read company policy manuals to determine employee benefits and responsibilities.

•

Refer to safety manuals and Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System
(WHMIS) materials to learn about safe work procedures.

Significant Use of Memory
•

Memorize measurements for repeated welds as specified on the blueprint for the duration
of a project.

•

Remember the capability of various types of welding rods and the best technique to use
with each type.

•

Remember how materials perform and react under the application of heat. For example,
welders must remember how much to allow for weld metal contraction.

•

Remember the location of co-workers and hazards, such as mobile equipment and loads
being transported, for their own safety and the safety of their co-workers.

•

Memorize the sequence of steps for setting up welding equipment.

•

Recall welding procedures that are frequently used.

WORKING WITH OTHERS
•

The majority of welders' tasks are completed independently, but they must work with
other team members, including fitters, other welders, and supervisors, to plan work,
confirm measurements and calculations, assist co-workers with tasks, and to schedule the
sharing of equipment. A journeyperson may coach and receive assistance from
apprentices. They may also be partnered with someone from another trade, such as a
fitter, to co-ordinate their tasks on projects so that steps are completed in the right order.

COMPUTERS
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•

Input data and operate plasma cutting machines, orbital welders and other computer
controlled equipment.

CONTINUOUS LEARNING
Welders are required by various codes (e.g., CSA, ASME) to retake practical tests within
a specific period of time. Study and practice may be required in preparation for these tests
and employers typically allow time for this on the job. Various training programs, books
and manuals are available through technical institutes and authorities such as the
Canadian Welding Bureau.
Welders may also attend sessions hosted by suppliers about new products, such as
grinding wheels, welding rods, gases. Employers also provide training that is specific to
their company, the type of work and location. Examples of company-specific training
include company policies, confined space entry, helicopter safety, and H2S gas. As
innovations in consumables such as gases and rods, equipment, welding applications and
processes are frequently introduced, welders must upgrade their knowledge and skills on
an ongoing basis. Some welders pursue learning on their own time such as researching
technical information on the Internet.
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GROUP WRAP-UP
Document Use, Oral Communication
Thinking Skills: Decision Making, Critical Thinking

TASK STEPS
YOU WILL NEED:
 your finished welding project
STEP ONE:
•

Present your finished piece to the group and tell the group about your experience
completing this project
o Were you confident in your skills?
o What do you like most about your welding project?
o Are you happy with the results?
o What would you do differently next time?
o What problems did you solve?

•

Present the most important Essential Skill you learned/developed?

•

Present the challenge you are most proud of overcoming?

•

Discuss your overall experience in this welding course

STEP TWO:
•

Present your plans to the group:
o Ongoing courses in welding
o Ongoing courses in other areas
o Job search
o Setting up an area at home to work
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